
ABSTRACT

BABAOGLU, AHMET CAN. Verification Services for the Choice-Based Internet of the
Future. (Under the direction of Dr. Rudra Dutta and Dr. George Rouskas.)

The Internet has grown from its inception as a special-purpose internetwork into a

general multi-purpose world-wide facility enabling education, commerce, governance, and

societal communication, all in the space of a few decades. Over this time, and accelerating

in the last decade or so, increasing demands and a growing variety of use cases are

posing new challenges on the architecture prompting re-thinking and re-architecting of

the network. One thread of research in such architectural considerations involves the

issue of choice. The lack of alternative network services brings little economic incentive

for the network service providers to make investments to deploy new technologies and

improve the quality of their network services. In addition, most user flows goes through

several providers, thus there is no effective mechanism in the current Internet to provide

feedback to users about which provider is the cause of the performance problems they

experience. One solution to these problems is to create a more competitive open market

where providers can advertise their network services, and users can choose their desired

set of network services to satisfy their needs. In this solution, the users have the option

to choose another service if they are not satisfied. However, even in this solution, the root

cause of the performance problems still can not be found and it brings us to the lack of

a robust feedback capability.

In this work, we investigate a solution to this fundamental missing piece of the In-

ternet, the measurement and verification capability of the network services offered in the

Internet, that indirectly pushes more responsibility to the network providers to fulfill

their requirements for high quality services. Our work, while rooted in standard expec-

tations of economic theory, is not in economics itself. Rather, it is in defining, designing,

and realizing architectural entities and interactions in technical terms that can realize

verification services essential to enabling such economic interactions.

Our work is threefold; after giving a literature overview of the research on future

Internet and Internet measurement, we first propose an architecture that defines the

roles, interactions and design choices to enable a Choice-Based Verification Service. We

then describe the results and analysis of a series of tests, which start with our work

on measurement frameworks in wired and wireless environments and continue with the



simulation, the mechanism introduced and the actual prototype of this work deployed

into a real system, the GENI meso-scale testbed. Finally, we investigate and validate

whether such informed choices with verification service actually lead to better overall

results. We use energy-efficiency as a practical and useful domain for a case study and

show the simulation results, which greatly increase the appeal of this work as applicable

real-world network services.
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Table 1: Abbreviations and Meaning

Chooser The entity initiating a ChoiceNet Service
FIA Future Internet Architecture
FIND Future INternet Design
GENI Global Environment for Network Innovations
IMF Integrated Measurement Framework
IXP Internet Exchange Point

MASP Measurement Analysis Service Provider
MCSP Measurement Composition Service Provider
MD Measurement Data

MMCS Measurement Metric Converter Service
MM Measurement Mechanism
MP Measurement Point

MPLS Multi Protocol Label Switching
MSP Measurement Service Provider
NS-3 Network Simulator 3
NSP Network Service Provider
NSG Network Service Gateway
OMF Orbit Management Framework
OWD One Way Delay
QoS Quality of Service

PerfSONAR
Performance focused Service Oriented Network

monitoring ARchitecture
SILO Service Integrated ControL and Optimization
SP General End Service Provider
VoIP Voice over IP
VSP Video Service Provider

XMPP eXtensible Messaging and Presense Protocol
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Even as the current Internet enables a range of services and distributed applications

that grow ever broader and more vareigated, several limitations of its architecture have

become apparent as billions of humans and devices are connected through it. This has

caused a resurgence in interest in architectural research to address evolutionary paths for

the Internet in recent years. National research directive and funding organizations have

created programs encouraging such research in various contexts, including the Future

Internet Architecture (FIA) program of the US National Science Foundation [49].

One key challenge is the discrepancy between the mechanisms by which technol-

ogy is deployed in the Internet and the business models surrounding these processes.

ChoiceNet [189, 27], one of the projects being conducted under the FIA umbrella, and

that our research group is contributing to, attempts to address this challenge. Briefly,

the ChoiceNet project proposes the introduction of architectural entities into the current

architecture of the Internet to enable an “economy plane” that allows the presentation

of competing offerings for various networking services, the formation of contracts for the

various services that make up the entirety of a user’s network needs, and tracking the

performance of each provider in meeting their parts of the contracts. In Chapter 3, we

provide a more detailed overview of ChoiceNet.

Contracts are meaningless without the ability to at least verify, and possibly enforce,

compliance. From the service provider’s point of view, such verification and enforcement

often comes down to access or admission control of some sort. However, from individual

or small customers’ point of view, there is little or no granularity in the ability of obtain

information about whether the contracted service was obtained, and if not, which one
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of the many service providers involved in providing the customer’s experience are to

blame. In some cases, a customer might be able to directly measure quantities of interest

that provides the answers, but in many cases, the service experienced by the customer

is composed out of several component services provided by distinct providers and such a

provider’s monthly average measurement statistics [178, 179] are of little to no value to

diagnose the source of such problem. In the ChoiceNet view, the customer makes separate

contracts with each such provider, and needs monitoring information for each service –

some of which can only be obtained at points of presence inside the network cloud,

where the customer does not have presence. This points to the need of a specific class of

service providers: independent third-party verifiers. Such verifiers would have distributed

infrastructure and points of presence, but instead of selling transport service, would sell

monitoring service to customers.

In this work, we investigate a solution to this fundamental missing piece of the Inter-

net, i.e., the measurement and verification capability of the network services offered in

the Internet, that indirectly pushes more responsibility to the network providers to fulfill

their requirements for high quality services.

In order to better understand the overall work in this thesis, we give a literature

overview of the research relevant to our work in Chapter 2, which includes the existing

and ongoing future Internet architecture research, the existing measurement support from

routers, measurement frameworks and systems and an overview of the measurement tools

developed by the research community. Chapter 3 first discusses the architectural design

principles of the ChoiceNet and then proposes a verification service architecture with

a detailed description of each role, interaction and interface as well as a discussion on

measurement specification and the potential business model.

Having described the design in detail, Chapter 4 gives the results of a series of tests

we have conducted to investigate the capabilities and benefits of using a measurement

and verification service in wired and wireless domains. In Section 4.3, we articulate the

simplest possible scenario to perform a verification service that is useful and meaningful,

and we contrast how much simpler such a service is to realize when we assume standard-

ized verification plane roles and interactions. As another facet of this, we show the power

of the separation of roles we propose, by showing how a significantly harder verification

task can be achieved by the same basic building blocks as for the simpler verification

task, by providing tests in NS-3 simulator. Following the promising results, in Section 4.4
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we show the results of an an actual prototype we deployed on a real system, the GENI

meso-scale testbed. Section 4.5 details our contribution to the implementation details of

a minimum yet complete ChoiceNet prototype with verification service.

Next, in Chapter 5, we investigate and validate the benefits of having informed choices

based on a practical and useful domain; energy efficiency as a case study. In this study,

we give the simulation results and analysis of an on-demand optical path provisioning

service, where the users can either choose the inexpensive and energy-efficient path or

the minimum delay but expensive path on optical networks. Finally, Chapter 6 discusses

an incremental and scalable model for deploying this architecture as a real world system.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

In order to better appreciate our work explained in the following chapters, several ex-

isting technologies and methods need to be explained first, and in this chapter, we give

an overview of such literature. Figure 2.1 gives a high-level view of the areas related

to our work; a general discussion on the future Internet research, followed by existing

measurement support from routers and then the literature overview of the measurement

systems. We finally briefly talk about the techniques for efficient packet capturing and

well-known measurement techniques.

2.1 Future Internet Architecture Research

The Internet has started as an experimental network 40 years ago but has quickly grown

into a commercial network that connects businesses and people. This success story is due

to the Internet’s well-prioritized design goals that kept the network simple and has led

to many innovative applications at the edges, such as email, WWW, file sharing, VoIP

etc. However, in the last decade, the Internet’s architecture is challenged in many ways

and this has led the research community to investigate new architectural designs that

can better suite the current and future demands of the Internet, called “Future Internet

Architecture” research. We divide the overview of this research into three categories; 1)

Earlier clean-slate designs described in Section 2.1.1, 2) Current Future Internet Architec-

tures described in Section 2.1.2, and 3) Cross-Layer Design overview described in Section

2.1.3. But, in order to understand the motivation behind future Internet Architectures,

we first briefly explain the underlying principles of current Internet along with the new

5



Figure 2.1: A high-level view of the relevant literature areas and examples

challenges it is facing today. We then give an overview of the work in the literature to

solve these problems.

Current Internet Architecture: Started as an experimental network for researchers

four decades ago, Internet has now become a world-wide commercial product and infor-

mation infrastructure [98] that has been constantly changing the way we communicate,

learn, entertain, make business and live in general. The Internet’s well-defined goals [34];

“connecting existing networks”, “survivability against network failures”, “support for dif-

ferent services and physical networks”, “distributed management”, “cost effectiveness”,

“low barrier for host attachment” and “allowing accountability” were defined in the or-

der of importance respectively and to meet these goals, several design principles [47];

“layering” to reduce complexity and flexibility, “packet switching” for scalability and

cost-effectiveness, “inter-domain routing” (such as BGP) for distributed management,

“configuration protocols” (such as DHCP) for low host attachment barrier but most
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importantly the end-to-end principle [155] to keep the network simple and end-nodes

intelligent were introduced. The end-to-end principle deserves special attention because

it made the network unchanged for new applications which opened up the path for inno-

vations (such as WWW) and made Internet so successful.

Challenges: The prioritized goals and design principles that meet these goals were

the key to Internet success for four decades. Especially in the last decade, however, the

changing nature of users has challenged the Internet in many ways [17, 47, 35, 169, 82]

such as security problems (Denial of Service attacks, IP address spoofing, spams, worms),

mobility issues (coupling of host identity and location in IP addresses and inefficiency

of mobile IP), quality of service (difficulties in providing certain performance guarantees

in a stateless network), the lack of support for cross-layer interactions which reduces

performance significantly, and also high management costs (instead of a self-configuring,

optimizing networks). These challenges were not considered in the design goals and adding

these functionalities usually led to the violations of the design principles such as half-

layer solutions (such as MPLS, IPSec) [183] and cross-layer interactions [169] eroding

layering, and middle-boxes (NATs, firewalls, web caches) deteriorating the end-to-end

principle. While such violations of design principles with quick fixes seem reasonable,

it has significantly reduced the flexibility of the architecture causing ossification of the

current “the Internet Protocol Stack” [83], or simply TCP/IP stack, and consequently

this problem led the research community to reconsider the underlying principles and

think about clean-slate network architectures [54, 17] recently.

2.1.1 Clean Slate proposals

Due the challenges described above, NSF FIND (Future INternet Design) research pro-

gram [54] asked for new Internet architecture proposals. An earlier work, X-kernel ar-

chitecture [73], though not a clean-slate design itself, has commonly been referenced by

clean-slate architectures [172, 89] due to its focus on modular messaging between pro-

tocols with service interfaces and it forms the basis for new ideas. RBA (Role-Based

Architecture) [21] proposes a novel non-layered, heap-based approach with fine-grained

services called “roles” where packet headers include role-headers with no hierarchy, as op-

posed to the traditional stack-based approach. This approach gives high flexibility but its

additional cost must be investigated carefully. SOA (Service-oriented Architecture) [89]
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is an object oriented protocol model enables dynamic protocol instantiation by utiliz-

ing predefined and atomic functional blocks (FB), such as CRC (Checksum Redundancy

Code) with an emphasis on defining relationships between protocols. RNA (Recursive

Network Architecture) [172, 171] introduces an architecture based on a single, flexible

meta-protocol as the building block, where one building block is reused on top of an-

other to create the desired functionality and to avoid repeating the same functionality.

GINA (Generalized Inter-Networking Architecture) [82] focuses on the general Inter-

net architecture by introducing “objects” as addressable units that belong to “realms”

as administrative domains with several servers to support better security and mobility,

whereas “zones” represent the address hierarchy. In addition, SILO (Service Integrated

Control and Optimization) [13, 183, 177, 150] is clean-slate architecture developed by

our research group, explained in detail in Appendix A.1.1.

2.1.2 Recent on going work

The next effort to make better future network architectures is the Future Internet Archi-

tecture (FIA) program of the US National Science Foundation [49]. There are five ongoing

future Internet projects [10] supported by FIA; Named Data Networking (NDN) [120]

has an emphasis on the content-based networking instead of the traditional server-based

networking, whereas Mobility First [114] focuses on fast ID to address translation, self-

certifying public key addresses and routing for mobile nodes. On the other hand, Nebula

(latin word for cloud) [121, 122] is a cloud-based architecture where all services are pro-

vided from the nearest data centers, whereas XIA (eXpressive Internet Architecture) [190]

focuses on the extensibility by naming everything (content, host, service) with XIDs

(eXpressive IDs) which the network can find the closest copy upon request. Finally, our

ChoiceNet project (discussed in Section 3.1) aims to improve the capabilities of the In-

ternet by introducing “choice” for network services and it is orthogonal to the projects

mentioned above.

While the research on future network architectures continues, there are concerns about

the dynamics shaping the future of the Internet [36] and usefulness of clean-slate architec-

tures [147], such as the economic infeasibility of changing all the networks deployed today

and also replacing an existing system (tested and debugged for 30 years) with a brand new

system. In order to address these concerns, realistic and large-scale testbeds [54, 63, 53, 86]

are necessary to test advantages and problems of new approaches, such as GENI, dis-
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cussed in Appendix B.1. In the next subsection, we describe basic cross-layering concepts.

2.1.3 Cross-Layer Design Overview

With the emerging technologies such as wireless networks and mobile devices, the applica-

tion and network performance is now more dependent on new constraints such as battery

lifetime or variations in the wireless networks, and cross-layer paradigm addresses these

new challenges by interaction across layer boundaries to improve the performance [145]. A

few examples to give insight are; 1) the wireless channel information such as SNR (Signal

to Noise Ratio) can be utilized to adjust the sender power level for efficiency in a video

multicast streaming scenario [182], 2) the interaction between link layer and application

layer can assign different priorities to different application data to improve Quality of

Service, or 3) interaction between networking layer and transport layer can be utilized

to avoid TCP throughput reduction in a hand-off case. While useful, ad-hoc cross-layer

interactions are typically achieved by making assumptions about the inner workings of a

different layer making the architecture even more ossified. To address this issue, “cross-

layer architectures” [166] have been proposed in order to provide systematic ways for

such interactions. Shared database approach [4, 188] is particularly attractive because it

enables optimization programs to query and interact with all layers through standard in-

terfaces without exposing internal layer details. We describe this phenomenon in SILO in

Appendix A.1.1, which has built-in support for cross-layer interaction and optimization.

2.2 Measurement Realization Technologies

This section covers a broad overview of the technologies available today to make mea-

surements in practice. The large number of technologies and concepts that relate to this,

show that ChoiceNet Verification Service Architecture (discussed in Section 3.2) would

have a rich ecosystem. But at the same time, it further underscores the need for having

an underlying architecture of a few standard roles, and a common set of interactions

between them. Due to the lack of such an architecture and the key insight that different

roles in the architecture can and should be played by different business entities, none of

these technologies by themselves have been able to introduce a commonly used frame-

work in the Internet. The strength of our unified architecture is the potential to enable

both existing and also new technologies to coexist in the same service ecosystem and
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motivate business entities to provide these services, unlike what happens in the current

Internet today.

We first start with the protocols router vendors support, followed by a brief survey on

measurement systems in the literature and passive measurement technologies. We finally

discuss the existing measurement tools and methods.

2.2.1 Router Support for Network Measurement

While measurement services do not necessarily depend on router support, such popular

and widely-deployed technologies offered by router vendors can add value to the services

offered by providers.

ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol) [138, 92] is the fundamental protocol to

troubleshoot connectivity issues on IP networks such as network or host unreachability.

Upon diagnosing such problems, routers send an ICMP error message back to the source

host. Additional error messages include time-exceed message due to the expiration of

time-to-live (TTL) value (practically used as hop count field) of IP packets [139] and

parameter problem messages. In order to find out connectivity issues with a node in

the network, ICMP request and reply messages are used. Moreover, ICMP timestamp

and reply messages are used for time information. Additionally, Route Record IP Option

makes routers along the round trip path add their the outgoing IP addresses to the

IP Options field, up to 9 IP addresses [167] due to space limitation at the IP header.

Such ICMP messages, IP Options or IP TTL fields have been extensively utilized by the

research community to extract measurement data from the network due to its simplicity

and availability, as discussed in Section 2.2.4.

While every router must implement ICMP capability and process IP Options [139], in

practice many network administrators choose to rate limit [12, 158], discard [95, 102] or

set low priority [109] for these messages at routers for security and performance reasons.

Thus, utilizing such messages is simple, but its accuracy is questionable.

SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) [24, 92] is the fundamental and widely-

deployed network management protocol developed in order to handle the network man-

agement and monitoring complexity. SNMP is based on a manager periodically polling

information from network agents typically located at routers and switches. This way, the
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node and interface level information, such as number of packets received or link utiliza-

tion can be gathered easily from all network nodes, without putting heavy computational

load on the nodes or adding extra load to the network.

While the aggregated information SNMP provides is useful for capacity planning,

it helps little to characterize the traffic patterns, which is important to understand

whether quality of service requirements are met to support businesses. Therefore, we

believe SNMP can only be used as a sanity check for most measurements. Furthermore,

SNMP information is typically accessed only by the network administrators and making

this information available in real-time may not be always possible.

While ICMP and SNMP are helpful and widely-deployed, the quality of service and

security requirements need more detailed information about the traffic passing through

the networks, so new protocols are offered by vendors as we discuss below.

SFlow [77] enables extraction of valuable traffic pattern information at very high speed

networks, such as IXPs. SFlow achieves this scalability by sampling packets received at

network nodes and sending the header of sampled packets to a central entity. SFlow

Agents are located on routers and switches, and these agents send this information to a

central SFlow collector by UDP. While low sampling (such as 1 in 16K packets) decreases

the accuracy of results, SFlow is proved to be useful even in large IXPs [2, 84] to catch

basic patterns such as how much of the traffic is based on HTTP or IPv6. Moreover,

many service providers are exchanging large amounts of traffic in such IXPs, and the

ratio of ingress to egress traffic between two providers can be retrieved with this sampling

technology. Although SFlow is highly scalable and is a good candidate for understanding

general traffic patterns, we believe it is not adequate for flow-specific information due to

its low sampling rates.

NetFlow [31] is Cisco’s proprietary technology providing flow-specific information use-

ful for various purposes [29] such as analyzing network traffic of new applications, user

profiling, security analysis and validation of QoS parameters. NetFlow is commonly de-

ployed in routers and switches today, where a flow is defined as a unidirectional stream

of packets with the same source and destination IP, transport protocol, source and des-

tination ports and device interface. It can detect the end of a flow by TCP FIN or RST

bits within a packet. NetFlow can export the number of packets and bytes of the flows

from the network nodes to a “NetFlow Collector”. The packet format used to convey
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the flow information consists of either fixed fields (version 5) [28] or template based

fields (version 9) [32] to enable flexible parameter negotiation (such as sampling interval

and algorithm), memory savings and extensibility. Unlike SNMP polling, NetFlow agents

push information to the NetFlow collector periodically to save network bandwidth and

uses [31] only 1-5% of the traffic for exporting NetFlow data. NetFlow typically uses

UDP as the transport protocol but also supports SCTP.

An earlier NetFlow performance analysis [30] showed that 65000 different IP flows

add only reasonable CPU load on most of the routers and sampling greatly reduced the

CPU load in routers for both version 5 and 9. The same study also claims that 1:100

sampling (1 out of every 100 IP packet switched) identifies approximately 80% of the

flows.

As the logical successor of NetFlow version 9, IPFIX (IP Flow Information Ex-

port) [33] is an IETF protocol emphasizing on a standard representation of flow data

to be transmitted from the flow exporters to the collector, with more flexibility and ex-

tensibility in mind. IPFIX also supports security mechanisms such as TLS, DTLS, X.509

as well as several encodings [141] including XML. Furthermore, combinations of sam-

pling and filtering sequence [153] can be defined as rules to select incoming packets for

measurement, where sampling can be specified for packets out of a particular flow or out

of all flows on a link [142]. IPFIX provides a standard for the protocol only, leaving the

implementation details [173] to the vendors.

Unlike SFlow, NetFlow can extract statistical information also without sampling, i.e.

from all packets of a flow. While this seems attractive, it puts significantly high load [30]

on the CPUs of switches for high speed networks so it may not be sufficient for IXPs

(discussed in Section 2.2.3).

OpenFlow [110, 130] is the recently emerged software defined networking technology,

which enables better control and management of the flows going through the network as

well as the collection of per-flow measurement data. OpenFlow achieves this functionality

by separating the data plane and control plane of the commercial Ethernet switches and

routers, without vendors exposing their code. The control plane functionality is performed

by the remote entity called the “OpenFlow Controller”, which makes decisions and sets

rules about the network flows, such as forwarding a particular incoming flow traffic to

a particular switch interface. These rules are then performed by the OpenFlow-enabled

switches. Such centralized decision making not only simplies the traffic engineering but
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also better utilizes the network resources and reduces the network costs. In addition,

OpenFlow switches have a limited support for quality of service with multiple queues.

From the measurement perspective, OpenFlow switches have per-flow counters [127]

to provide measurement data, such as the number of packets or bytes received for each

flow. However, the maximum number of flows supported by switches are typically less

than 100000 [128], and therefore administrators usually aggregate many five-tuple flows

into a single flow represented by a network prefix, VLAN or MPLS tag, which makes

the analysis of individual five-tuple flows difficult. On the other hand, the main power of

OpenFlow is to enable on-demand path-setup capability. Because OpenFlow controller

has a complete view of the network flows, it can use this information to first determine

the path for a new flow with specific quality of service parameters and it can then setup

such a path for the new flow as a set of rules across the switches.

A technology similar to OpenFlow used in data centers to control virtual machine

flows running on host server machines is OpenVswitch [129]. In addition, following the

OpenFlow technology, FlowVisor [161] enables slicing of the network resources among

multiple OpenFlow controllers so that each controller controls its own isolated portion

of the network, which may create a more competitive environment for network services.

Complemented by a verification service, we believe that OpenFlow or similar technologies

have the potential to provide a better value for service providers and customers.

2.2.2 Measurement Systems

In this section we give a broad overview of measurement systems including measurement

infrastructures, architectures, frameworks or APIs, which utilize existing measurement

tools and orchestrate nodes to make measurements.

NIMI (National Internet Measurement Infrastructure) [135] is one of the earlier mea-

surement infrastructures deploying end nodes on the network and making these

nodes publicly available for active measurement with popular measurement tools

(discussed in Section 2.2.4). Authors also provide guidelines for deployment and

management of nodes, including the necessity for a high level of abstraction such

as a service layer, to better utilize measurement points (MP), which otherwise

gets too complicated and too hard to orchestrate. Besides, authors kindly provide

their invaluable experiences [133] by emphasizing on the usage of portable and safe
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programming languages as well as insights about the software maintenance and

management problems.

OCXMON is responsible for the passive measurement part of NLANR (The National

Laboratory for Applied Network Research) [108], an organisation which develops

the Network Analysis Infrastructure (NAI) for measurement and analysis, and

also includes the vBNS and Abilene high performance research networks for HPC

(high performance connection) community. OCXMON project makes passive mea-

surements by tapping into optical links through optical splitters technology. Also

OC3MON [61] (earlier version of OCXMON) demonstrated a showcase that passive

measurement on an OC3 (155Mbps) link with commodity computers was possible.

It is important to note that this demonstration [61] captured all of the 80 million

packets received within the time interval and provided excellent traffic information.

AMP (Active Monitoring Project) [109] is the active measurement part of NLANR,

which deploys end nodes on the network with custom measurement software. Con-

sidering the remote management of all nodes (except booting), an interesting point

the authors make is that having higher quality hardware can sometimes reduce

maintenance cost. Also, the deployed end nodes do not have GPS for the sake

of easy deployment and the authors claim that the system is still valuable, since

several TCP-based applications such as Telnet, Web or FTP typically care about

RTT (round-trip delay) measurements. In addition, AMP has a “notification” fea-

ture which sends notifications to interested parties in case of an abnormal observa-

tion in measurements, such as a spike in RTT. Also disk storage must be carefully

considered for continous measurements.

IPMON (IP monitoring system) [59, 60] is a distributed monitoring system in order to

capture the traffic patterns and also merge the data measured at different points

of network. Authors point out the drawbacks of active measurements; 1) injecting

probe packets can bias the measurements, 2) active measurements do not archive

other metrics and 3) it is hard to specify a path for such probe packets. IPMON

system is deployed on Sprint PoPs (Points of Presence) with packet capturing on

OC-48 links (2.5Gbps). GPS is used on all nodes, creating 1.1 TB data daily with

64 byte records of 44 byte packet headers. While IPMON is not a service-based

system, it still has the three phases: “measurement data production”, “sending
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it to a central database” and “analysis”. IPMON has a focus on general traffic

patterns such as the percentage of TCP packets or the percentage of fragmented

IP packets.

SURVEYOR [66, 88] is an active measurement system using commodity computers

with GPS support. This is especially valuable for one-way delay because even sym-

metric paths may give different results due to the traffic load on different directions,

especially on Trans-Atlantic or Trans-Pasific paths. The authors also modified the

end point network drivers so that the incoming or outgoing packets are timestamped

in kernel with accuracy in 10s microseconds range. With this mechanism, the au-

thors were able to detect a forward path with 7ms and its reverse path with 75ms

one-way delay. This clearly shows the importance of one-way delay measurements

and the need for GPS. Surveyor also follows the three phases discussed in IPMON

above.

SCRIPTROUTE [165] is an active measurement system offering more flexibility than

NIMI at vantage points. While NIMI required credentials to use the deployed nodes,

Scriptroute wants to minimize the user-barrier by allowing unauthenticated access

to the measurement nodes. The system provides security by requiring user appli-

cations to be written in Ruby (interpreted, safe and portable language) and be

run in a sandbox in order to limit the traffic it generates, the time the experiment

runs and also to avoid any local storage. Although this seems like a drawback, the

authors claim that these limitations are reasonable for most of the measurement

tools (discussed in Section 2.2.4). We believe this is a valuable earlier attempt for

active measurement points.

TULIP [105] gives a measurement architecture guideline starting from the ideal world

where all incoming packet information is logged at routers, to a practical sampling

approach by leveraging existing tools such as ICMP Timestamp for timing and IP

Identification field for distinguishing packets. However, the limitations of ICMP

Timestamp are discussed in Section 2.2.1 and IP Identification field is sometimes

insufficient to uniquely identify packets, based on the experience [60, 186] due to

its high implementation dependence and 16-bit field. Thus, such mechanisms are

not reliable enough for accurate measurement results.
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DIPZOOM [143] proposes a service-based active measurement system with a market-

place, which works as a “match-maker” for the “participants” in order to make

active measurements in a peer-to-peer fashion, where participants set the prices

for their “services” and clients request these services. Using DipZoom API, clients

first retrieve the list of available nodes to communicate and then start experi-

ments on those nodes with standard tools such as ping (discussed in Section 2.2.4)

or wget [174]. Dipzoom utilizes UDDI format, WDSL Web service standards and

SOAP messages for capability negotiation, but authors do not provide any details

about the specifics of the messages thus we assume it has a limited negotiation

scope, i.e. only for the parameters of the well-known measurement tools instead of

a comprehensive description language.

We have also noticed later that, our work has a similarity with Dipzoom in the idea

of “measurement credentials”, that is, after the measurement request and payment

stages, a credential is provided for each measurement node (or measurement host in

Dipzoom terminology) for further communication. Furthermore, the authors point

out the possibility that measurement points may indeed fake the results or advertise

more capabilities than they actually have, in order to make more money. While

introducing the concepts of marketplace and payment system for the first time,

Dipzoom has no notion of service composition, analysis or an independent verifier

making measurements in the middle of the network.

REM (Reactive Measurement Framework) [6] is a software framework running on the

client’s computer, based on the idea that measurements are a process rather than

an event, and therefore several measurements can be executed one after another

in an automated way in order to find out the connectivity issues. For example, a

webpage load problem can be diagnosed better, if a traceroute (discussed in Sec-

tion 2.2.4) measurement is accompanied afterwards, rather than manually running

such measurements. The logic of the measurement selection is provided by a con-

figuration file, but it would be much better if the authors had also provided an

example of such a REM instance. We believe a software similar to REM can be

used to request measurements from our architecture.

UANM (Unified Architecture for Network Measurement) [1] is a measurement archi-

tecture, where each measurement node has a “knowledge base”, a “daemon” and
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a “decision engine”. A knowledge base is a configuration file which includes a)

the available “measurement plugin”s with their characteristics, b) a daemon list

to communicate with other nodes about their capabilities and network conditions.

After querying the knowledge base, a daemon accepts requests, negotiates capa-

bilities and then loads the necessary “measurement plugins”, which are loadable

measurement tools doing the actual measurement task. A decision engine deter-

mines the feasibility of the request and schedules the plugins in order to handle

concurrent requests typically in a FCFS (first come first service) fashion so that

the interference between measurements is reduced.

However, the authors have not mentioned any discovery mechanism, except the

default information knowledge base, which may cause scalability and maintenance

issues. Also, there is no notion of credentials or even analysis for measurements.

Additionally, the authors showed that a policy such as FCFS is helpful to avoid

interference at a single end node, but we believe this still has a limited benefit be-

cause several nodes may be doing similar measurements through the same tight link

causing still high cross-interference. This problem is in fact difficult to avoid when

a large number of concurrent active measurements are performed in the network.

Furthermore, it is not clear how new measurement tools may be loaded into these

nodes. We believe these are important questions to be addressed, in order to create

an extensible, easy-to-use, secure and scalable architecture.

OML (Orbit Measurement Library) [111], which was initially a component of OMF

(discussed in Section 4.2), can now be used independently as a measurement library.

With repeatibility and a common format in mind, OML works by calling the OML

API at the desired source code line of the experimenter’s application, which actually

adds measurement point capability to the application and this API then connects to

an OML Server using TCP to publish measurement results during the experiment.

Also, the authors show that OML does not have any noticable overhead for CPU

and memory.

ICING [119] Although not a measurement architecture, ICING proposes a “Path Ver-

ification Mechanism (PVM)” which enforces that path policies are indeed followed.

We believe this is a relevant and important technology to our architecture because

it can enable users to have some control over the path policies for their packets, as
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long as the network providers give consent. In order to achieve such a capability,

a sender puts a “proof of consent (PoC)” and a “proof of provenance (PoP)” in-

formation into each packet. A PoC is a cryptographic token guaranteeing that the

consent is given by the provider’s consent server, whereas PoP fields are modified

by ICING nodes on the path, to prove that the packet followed the given path.

Several cryptographic mechanisms are used in order to make ICING both secure

and also efficient, and the authors claim that its implementation performance and

cost is reasonable. In addition, one of the advantages of ICING is that it does not

require a central authority or PKI to distribute public keys.

S3 Monitor (Scalable Sensing Service) [16] is a measurement service that enables easy

measurement setup and measurement data collection for GENI experiments (dis-

cussed in Appendix B.1). S3 utilizes standard measurement tools such as ping or

traceroute (discussed in Section 2.2.4), run by measurement points (or “sensor

pods” in S3 terminology) on the reserved nodes of a GENI slice. Sensor pods col-

lect the measurement data during the experiment and then send it to a central

database, which the experimenter can later access and view the results from a web-

browser. An elegant feature of S3 is to utilize the RSpec (resource specification file

for a slice request) to deploy the measurement nodes easily and dynamically. With

extensibility and portability in mind, S3 specifies the sensor (such as ping) capabil-

ity description in detail and it has the sensor pod code written in Python language

for better portability across heterogenous GENI platforms. The primary difference

between S3 and our architecture is that S3 measurements are specific to the exper-

imenter’s flows at the end-nodes but it is not concerned with the measurements in

the middle of the network.

PerfSONAR (Performance focused Service Oriented Network monitoring ARchitec-

ture) [68, 156] is a popular measurement architecture which provides network

measurements across multiple domains and also enables easy retrieval of measure-

ment results for network managers and even for end users. This capability is es-

pecially important for troubleshooting and ensuring that QoS (quality of service)

parameters are satisfied. To the best of our knowledge, the work in the literature

that attempts a task closest to architecting a complete measurement ecosystem is

the PerfSONAR project due to its service oriented (SOA) and flexible architecture.
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Its SOA based approach improves robustness and flexibility by independent entities

each providing different services.

PerfSONAR architecture consists of three layers; (i) the “measurement layer”,

where measurement points (MP) perform the active or passive measurements for

various metrics (such as one-way delay, jitter, link utilization, loss), (ii) the “service

layer”, which provides “services” to users such as discovery, security, measurement

services and which is also the glue between administrative domains, (iii) the “user

interface layer”, where the end user tools visualize the measurement data [85]. Be-

cause everything is a service in PerfSONAR, we now describe PerfSONAR by the

services it consists of;

Lookup service (LS) is the entity, which other services register and then clients

query LS in order to discover such services along with the queries clients can make.

Authentication service (AS) gives the credentials the clients need for authen-

tication across multiple administrative domains.

Measurement Point Service (MPS) makes active or passive measurements

based on the requests, using wrapped tools such as PingER for ping, BWCTL

for Iperf [58] or other protocols such as SNMP, NetFlow. MPS then provides the

measurement data (MD) as a service.

Measurement Archive Service (MAS) is the storage unit with a database

optimized for MD, such as a round-robin database (RRD).

Transformation Service (TS) is the MD post-processing or analysis unit, re-

sponsible for aggregation, correlation and filtering raw MD.

Topology Service (ToS) is responsible for determining the proximity and topol-

ogy of MPs to have the network topology on map.

Information Service (IS) is responsible for both Lookup Service (LS) and Topol-

ogy services (TS), after they conceptually merged into a single IS [20].

Resource Protector Service (RPS) ensures that limited resources such as band-

width, is not affected during a measurement by restricting access to these resources

and accepting requests based on credentials and resource availability.

The interactions between PerfSONAR entities are based on Web Services for ex-

tensibility, and also Apache Axis implementation with SOAP messages is chosen in
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order to simplify client implementation. That is, creating and parsing XML mes-

sages are easier for clients, compared to other distributed SOA implementations.

New metrics can easily be added to PerfSONAR as we have shown in Section 4.1,

by extending a perfSONAR user interface tool, called PerfsonarUI [85] and in ad-

dition, by adding support for real-time optical measurement data retrieval. While

a basic example for metric composition for PerfSONAR has been suggested in [99],

to the best of our knowledge, a comprehensive study about metric composition is

not suggested later for PerfSONAR.

In our envisioned architecture, perfSONAR entities and mechanisms can participate

seamlessly as MSPs (measurement service providers).

Argos [149] is a distributed measurement framework for wireless sensor networks sniffing

802.11 traffic at outdoor urban areas within 10km2. Argos faces unique challenges

such as finding the channel to sniff the right packets, the signal quality variation at

different locations and encrypted traffic. Argos addresses these issues by (i) filtering

packets with libpcap [176] based on the user requests, (ii) coordinated hopping to

a particular channel in order to sniff the same flow at neighbor nodes and then

merge these traces for better measurement data, and (iii) guessing user locations

by 802.11 probe messages even in encrypted traffic. In our architecture, Argos can

be an MSP and it is even possible that the users may give a temporary password

such an MSP so that it can decrypt the sniffed traffic.

Evaluation: Though the architectures surveyed above have certain useful capabilities,

they do not represent a realistic business model, that is beneficial for both customers

and providers. Thus, there is little motivation for a commercial support to widely deploy

them. As discussed in Section 3.1, it is essential for any new architecture to provide

such motivation to be successful. We also believe that, as customers have more choices,

they will demand more customer-oriented analysis, in order to choose “better” providers

to maximize their quality of experience. In Section 3.1.2, we discussed our design and

interactions to maximize such a motivation, and now we continue with the popular passive

measurement techniques used in practice.
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2.2.3 Passive Measurement in Practice

There are several different aspects of passive measurement and in this section, we first

describe popular packet capturing technologies. We then give a short discussion on the

Internet Exchange Points (IXP), followed by popular time synchronization techniques in

practice.

Efficient packet capturing techniques

We believe it is important to emphasize here that we are not interested in high-speed

packet forwarding, but only capturing packets passively and filtering them efficiently.

Also, we are not necessarily interested in the packet content, i.e., packet headers (with the

packet length field) are usually adequate for general measurements (delay, throughput,

packet loss etc). Below we give some of the popular packet capturing mechanisms in

practice.

Using optical splitters, the OCXMON [108] project has shown that passive monitoring

at high-speed optical links is indeed possible, even a decade ago. Today, DAG cards [39]

offer packet capturing at 10GigE or SONET network interfaces [60] and can be utilized.

Similarly wire-tapping [37] has been used for passive measurement. Additionally, routers

and switches typically have mirrored ports to provide a duplicate of packets going through

the network, however this adds additional load on these devices.

A study [162] showed that modifying a 10GigE NIC and its device driver in order

to capture all packets at commodity computers is possible by sending only the packet

headers with timestamps to the computer memory. Moreover, using the same NIC and

driver, the authors also showed an efficient traffic generation method, which replicates

the exact “captured” traffic by sending the same size but “dummy” packets. This is a

valuable work proving that passive measurement is possible at 10Gbps with commodity

computers.

Another work [159] utilizes existing switch protocols to distribute a 10Gbps traffic

into 10 separate 1Gbps interfaces so that 10 commodity computers can process them

efficiently. The authors claim that the timestamp issues of packets belonging to the same

flow but arriving at different computers can be addressed by sending the same flow traffic

to the same interface.

In high speed networks, packet filtering is a critical step for the performance of the

measurement point, and that is why, efficient usage of system resources should be en-
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sured. BSD Filter [107] is a popular technology to filter and timestamp incoming packets

at kernel-level while adding minimum load to the system by minimizing the memory

copying and saving CPU cycles. In addition, CoralReef [91] is a generalized libpcap [176]

and its API provides a unified interface for getting measurement information. It is also

important to note that once a packet is timestamped correctly, the time it later takes to

do any additional processing on the packet does not change the accuracy, so measurement

mechanisms can be run in user space. A recent work on filtering, called PFQ [19], shows

that the multi-core nature of commodity computers can increase the packet capturing

rate with multiple threads, compared to BSD Filter, even on 10GigE cards.

The performance comparison for operating systems [144] show that RTAI [152] (a

Linux extension for better real-time performance) is a good candidate to be run on the

measurement points, with its low latency and response times than regular Linux.

Internet Exchange Points

We envision that Internet Exchange Points (IXP) are good candidates for deploying

measurement points and that is why, it is important to understand IXPs. There are

around 350 IXPs worldwide [3] and significant volumes of Internet traffic is subject to

IXP effects. For example, a large European IXP, Amsterdam IXP carries 10 petabytes

of traffic in a day [2], and there are around 400 members connected to this IXP. Access

routers of these members are connected to each other by the IXP layer 2 switching fabric

and if peering is desired, BGP sessions are establied between such members. In addition,

recent IXP traffic patterns are interesting such that only 3% of AS’es consume 30% of

the total traffic, and also 30% of AS’es carry 90% of the whole traffic. Furthermore, most

of the incoming and outgoing traffic between peers are highly asymmetric, according to

the SFlow sampled data. We believe such studies are valueable at selecting the links to

deploy the measurement points, if measuring all links at the same time is not economically

feasible. The study also shows that more than half of the traffic is web-based, as expected.

Another study also [59] gives insights about a large network provider’s backbone and

point of presence structuring.

Time Syncronization Technologies

Time synchronization and accuracy are essential for accurate measurements especially

for one-way delay, and in order to provide the synchronization among entities, a highly-
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accurate (less than millisecond) clock synchronization technology is necessary. In this

subsection, we discuss the three popular clock synchronization technologies; NTP, GPS

and IEEE 1588.

Network Time Protocol (NTP) [112] is a common protocol for time synchronization

and distribution in wide area networks. It has been extensively deployed on commodity

computers because it only requires software support. NTP RFC [112] defines several

clock terms that we find useful. For example “clock stability” refers to how well the

clock maintains a constant frequency, whereas “accuracy” refers to the ability to keep

up its frequency and time with the national standards. Another term “precision” refers

to how precisely these values can be maintained within a timekeeping system. Also,

“offset” of two clocks is the time difference, whereas the “skew” is the frequency difference

(first derivation of offset). Finally, “drift” refers to the variation of skew, i.e., the second

derivative of offset.

NTP servers work in hierarchy, where the most accurate and precise time servers are

called “stratum 1” providing synchronization to less accurate servers called “stratum 2”

and so on. Stratum 1 servers are the primary time sources, typically utilizing a reference

clock directly traceable to UTC such as GPS [113].

An NTP message exchange between an NTP client and server provides four timestamp

values to the client; T1, T2, T3, T4 for client transmission time, server reception time,

server reply transmission time and client reception time respectively. Using these values

from various servers, clients can find a set of clock offsets (the difference in time with

respect to reference clock) as θ = ((T2 − T1) + (T3 − T4))/2, round trip delays as δ =

((T4−T1)−(T3−T2)), and dispersions as ϵ = ρR+ρ+Φ(T4−T1), where ρR, ρ,Φ represent

server precision, system precision and tolerance constant respectively. Then, NTP client

utilizes several algorithms [113] to find the time closest to the actual accurate time.

The first of such algorithms is the selection algorithm which rules out the “falsetickers”

(incorrect time values) based on Marzullo’s algorithm [106] by finding the intersection

interval from several offset and root dispersion values. Having ruled out the incorrect

values, the clustering algorithm then filters the statistical outliers to find out the few best

possible candidates by producing a “survivor list” and finally the combining algorithm

weights each of the candidates according to the round-trip delay that its source has. Also,

the “prefer” option enables user-defined preferences to have higher priority. Using these

mechanisms, NTP finds the closest estimated value to the accurate time.
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NTP timestamps are defined in unsigned fixed 64 bits, where first 32 bits represent

seconds since 1 Jan 1990 and the last 32 bits represent the fraction part. NTP uses UDP

as transport protocol. Because NTP messages usually go through a WAN (Wide Area

Network), the accuracy is considerably affected by the network conditions. Therefore,

while useful and inexpensive for general applications, NTP provides accuracy around 1-

10 milliseconds range, which is too imprecise for millisecond-level accuracy, as suggested

by several papers [85, 74]. Thus, in our architecture, NTP is only useful if the computers

are close to accurate NTP servers.

Global Positioning System (GPS) is a widely popular time synchronization tech-

nology providing excellent accuracy. The one-way (or direct-access) method [100] mainly

works by GPS satellites broadcasting time and position messages to GPS receivers, which

calculate the distance through positioning and propagation delay, in order to correct their

local time. Although the effect of the ionosphere, broadcast position accuracy or hard-

ware delays can affect the calculation, the accuracy is still in 100ns range. While the

costs of GPS receivers are reasonable, antenna and installation costs for buildings are

still expensive. However, large IXPs typically have a GPS-based system installed.

IEEE 1588 Precision Time Protocol (PTP) is a standard protocol [74] providing

precise time synchronization in local area networks, such as Ethernet LANs. With nodes

that support hardware-based timestamping, unprecedented accuracy in sub-microsecond

range can be achieved, whereas software based solutions also work with accuracy below

200 microseconds [48] in off-the-shelf PCs. PTP works by a master node first sending

“sync” and “follow-up” multicast messages to the subnet. It is followed by slaves sending

delay request messages to the master, which replies them with the reply message. These

messages help slaves calculate both the round trip latency and software related (operating

system) latency to calculate the offset. Intermediate devices such as switches can cause

fluctuation in the results so these devices can act as “boundary clock”s, i.e., acting like

a master to the slaves and acting as a slave to the grandmaster. The grandmaster is the

main clock that all nodes in the network are synchronized to, and its clock is typically

referenced to a stable and accurate time source, such as GPS. Therefore, a precise and

accurate synchronization is achieved within the network in a cost-effective way even with

software-based solutions. We believe this technology combined with GPS reference is a

good deployment candidate for high-accuracy.
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In the next section, we describe the existing measurement tools and methods in the

literature.

2.2.4 Measurement Tools and Methods

A great deal of research work exists in passive and active measurement tools to estimate

several metrics such as delay, link bandwidth, available bandwidth and packet loss. Un-

derstanding the concepts behind these tools are important and we envision that such

tools can fit into our Verification Service Architecture as services. In this section, we give

a broad overview of existing measurement tools and methods in the literature. We first

begin with the basic mechanisms followed by measurement tools categorized by tech-

niques. The categorization is based on the existing survey work [96, 140, 163, 187, 7] in

the literature to easily understand the different approaches.

Basic mechanisms

In the current architecture, the only widely-used protocol enabling interaction between an

end node and an intermediate network node, specifically a router, is ICMP (discussed in

Section 2.2.1), and this is why, there are only a limited number of ways for measurement

tools to get information from the intermediate nodes in order to generate measurement

data. The most popular tool is “ping” [167], which uses the time between the dispatch

of an ICMP echo request and the receipt of the ICMP echo reply to estimate the round-

trip time (RTT) between the source and the destination. Ping can give accurate RTT

estimates if routers (or end points) agree to reply timely, which is not always the case in

practice as discussed in Section 2.2.1. If implemented correctly, ping is a simple and yet

powerful tool since it only relies on the host time, without any synchronization require-

ment. Ping is also frequently used by network service providers [178, 179] to periodically

check the RTT between core routers. Optionally, ping can use the “record route” IP op-

tion [167] to find out the router IP addresses along the RTT path between the source and

the destination. This option makes routers add IP addresses of their outgoing interfaces,

while the ping packet is traversing first from source to destination, and then the other

way around. However, the IP header has space for only 9 IP addresses and that is usually

not sufficient. Moreover, ping has an option for ICMP Timestamp [167] to estimate the

delays for each router in addition to the router IP addresses on the path but this has

even less space per hop, and there are also time format and synchronization issues. That
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is why, the timestamp option is not frequently used and protocols such as NTP have

been developed (discussed in Section 2.2.3) instead.

Another popular tool is “traceroute” [79] which sets the IP TTL (Time To Live) field

to a small value and relies on ICMP Time-exceed error messages sent from the routers

on the path, when the packet IP TTL expires. Traceroute is widely used to discover

the forward path and to measure RTT. However, the availability and accuracy of router

responses are questionable as discussed in Section 2.2.1. Note that IP TTL messages are

sent from router’s IP address of the received interface [167] whereas IP Record Route

option makes routers add the IP address of the outgoing interface, which may be helpful

in finding more information about the router interfaces and the path packets travel.

One-packet Technique

One-packet technique refers to sending one packet for each measurement data. An ear-

lier measurement tool using this technique is “pathchar” [80] which uses traceroute to

estimate link characteristics by sending a series of probe packets from end points to each

hop with various packet sizes and relies on the assumption that the minimum RTT re-

ceived from a hop must experience the fixed link latency (propagation delay + packet

size/bandwidth). Using this information, the authors also estimate the link bandwidths

by taking the inverse of the slope of minimum RTTs for varying packet sizes. Another

tool based on pathchar is “clink” [42, 41], which sends the probes adaptively in order

to have a better estimation on the problematic links. Furthermore, by taking the dif-

ference between minimum RTT and all measured RTTs, it attempts to find a queueing

delay distribution. However, pathchar and clink both estimate the link bandwidths by

relying on the small time differences between results obtained from different packet sizes,

assuming routers respond timely. For high-speed networks, such time differences will be

even less accurate resulting in more errors in the estimates as observed in [95]. There

are other drawbacks with these approaches; (i) sending around 3000 packets to perform

a measurement adds significant load on the network if applied for many hosts [94], (ii) it

takes time to converge, (iii) it assumes ICMP packets are treated equally, and (iv) highly

inaccurate results are observed in multi-channel links such as OC-3 and DS1.
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Packet Pair

Packet-pair approach [94] makes interpretations of the delay (one-way delay or RTT)

difference between two successive packets sent back to back from the source. An earlier

work [18] was using an “UDP echo tool” [157] between end-points to estimate end-

to-end bottleneck bandwidth, RTT and loss behaviour by interpreting the correlation

between the RTT of packet n and the RTT of packet n + 1. That is, in low load, the

slope of increased RTT time difference between two successively sent packets gives the

bottleneck bandwidth. The paper also attempts to estimate loss probabilities based on

the assumption that losses happen in bursts as well. There are two drawbacks of this

approach. First as [94] indicates this approach is based on the assumption that two

successive packets will be queued back to back, which in reality might not necessarily

hold and cause accuracy problems, and secondly the bottleneck link used in the paper

was 128Kbps. However, in today’s high-speed networks, the sender might not be able

to timely send packets back to back within a very short time. For instance, if a sender

sends two packets of 1250 bytes with 1ms separation, then the maximum bottleneck

bandwidth the receiver can measure is 10Mbps regardless of the actual link bandwidth

(say 100Mbps). But it is better than pathchar in terms of network load.

Due to the noise in the measurement results, several filtering techniques are proposed

such as PBF (potential bandwidth filtering) [94], which assumes that the measured

bandwidth vs. potential bandwidth graph must follow the x = y line until a value x = b,

and then follow the x = b line, where b is the bottleneck bandwidth, and makes the

filtering accordingly to find b.

Diagnosing the bottleneck bandwidth link is especially valueable for servers to better

understand the problems with network performance. Nettimer [97, 95] combines the

one-packet and packet-pair techniques to use the “tailgating approach” where a large

packet is sent followed by a small packet in order to find out the queueing delays and

the bottleneck bandwidth. While previous methods rely on ICMP replies in a timely

and consistent manner, packet tailgating relies on a stream of packets got queued at

particular points. It sends a large packet with TTL to expire and small packets followed

by it. The authors also suggest “kernel density estimator algorithm” for filtering, which

basically selects the dominant mode in the distribution. This method uses a considerable

bandwidth though it is still less than pathchar.

Another popular packet-pair tool is Spruce [168] which is based on the “packet gap
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model”, meaning that the additional gap between a pair of received packets is because

of the cross-traffic and is the indicator of the available bandwidth. Spruce is a fairly

accurate tool [163] considering the low number of packets it uses.

Packet Trains, Streams, Chirps

The “packet train” technique refers to sending a series of packets back to back from the

source to the destination and interpret the network conditions using the arrival times of

these packets. While later studies call it “packet stream” or “packet chirp” [140], we

believe they are still in the same category.

An earlier work using packet trains is BPROBE and CPROBE [23], which measure

the bottleneck bandwidth and the available bandwidth respectively. The idea to find the

bottleneck bandwidth in BPROBE is to send a series of ICMP echo packets to the server

and make interpretations based on the inter-arrival times of the incoming responses.

The authors advocate that filtering and clustering methods can help to remove queueing

or cross-traffic related noise. Similarly CPROBE is based on the inter-arrival of ICMP

responses, however, it only filters the unusally long and short inter-arrival values to

remove extreme results, due to context switchs at the sender, and estimates the available

bandwidth by the arrival time difference between the first and last ICMP responses,

which includes the queueing and cross-traffic. Also, these tools typically use 400-1200

probes to have measurement results for the bottleneck links ranging from 56Kbps to

10Mbps. Again, high speed links require better accuracy on sending times.

A widely-recognized tool in estimating the available bandwidth is “Pathload” [81]

with the Self-Loading Periodic Streams (SLoPS) concept, which creates an instantenous

congestion and thus queueing along the path, to see if the sending rate exceeds the avail-

able bandwidth by the inter-arrival times of the packets in stream. Pathload periodically

sends such streams to adaptively converge to a minimum and maximum bound for the

available bandwidth. The authors refer to this set of streams as “fleet” and typically use

12 fleets each having 10 streams, where a stream itself has 100 packets, making up 12000

packets for a single measurement. Thus, Pathload consumes considerable bandwidth dur-

ing measurement tests and having many users making such tests may create problems

within the network. For example, in Spruce [168] tests, Pathload produces 2.5-10MB

probe traffic per measurement whereas Spruce produced only 300KB. Also, Pathload

usually converges in 20 seconds.
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Another popular tool is “PathChirp” [148] using essentially the same technique as

Pathload but with an exponential space within packets of a “chirp” to find out more

information about the available bandwidth in a single iteration. Pathchirp and Pathload

have similar accuracy in tests [38, 163]; typically an accuracy within 10-20% range.

However, Pathchirp consumes significantly less bandwidth and converges quickly. For

example, a study [163] shows PathChirp consumes 0.2% of the available bandwidth on

the GigE link while Pathload uses 3-30% of the available bandwidth.

Although some authors [87] claim that packet-pair approach is more resistant to

noise than packet-train approach, results [163, 38] show that packet train/stream/chirp

based approaches are more robust than packet-pair approaches.

Other techniques

A popular, widely-recognized tool is Iperf [58] which finds the available bandwidth by

literally filling the capacity with its TCP or UDP traffic. Iperf provides stable results

though consuming most of the available bandwidth (a study shows 75% in [163]) for

each measurement is not desirable. Also, when used with TCP, more than 1% packet loss

causes Iperf to underestimate the available bandwidth due to the nature of TCP.

In order to detect end-to-end packet loss-rate in both forward and reverse paths,

TCP-STING [158] sends a series of TCP packets to the destination and relies on the

prompt TCP acknowledgements for each packet in order to interpret the packet loss in

both ways. Because TCP normally delays acknowledgements and other similar issues,

the paper’s implementation has several workarounds to have this method working, such

as sending always out-of-order packets so that the destination responds with a timely

acknowledgement for each packet. The measurement results conducted with webservers

also revealed that on average, the reverse path loss rate is more than 10 times greater

than the forward path loss rate. The method also has the advantage that it does not

require any modification at the destination.

While all of the techniques discussed so far require no change in the intermediate

nodes of the network, some additional work [102, 105] has been conducted to improve the

measurement accuracy and capabilities by adding support to routers in the network. For

example IPMP (IP Measurement Protocol) [102] proposes a new measurement protocol

on top of IP, as an alternative to ICMP, to have routers add timestamps and path

information to incoming packets, advocating that this can be efficiently implemented. The
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protocol also supports “information response” messages to inform an end node about the

accuracy of the router’s time so that the endpoints can determine whether the timestamp

value provided is worth considering for measurement or not. The authors claim that such a

capability on even some of the routers may make a big difference to better understand the

network experience of the packets. While this capability is not available in today’s routers,

having such a protocol at borders of network service providers can help understanding

the delays packets encounter along the path. One must also take into account the time

synchronization issues as well as different treatment of IPMP packets.

Having finished our discussion on the available technologies, in the next chapter, we

describe the ChoiceNet architecture and then propose our verification service architec-

ture.
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Chapter 3

ChoiceNet and Verification

3.1 ChoiceNet Overview

3.1.1 Architectural Design Context

The Internet is a large system, with multiple providers of equipment and services, with

many entities playing many roles, some of which mirror others partially or wholly. It

has become clear in recent decades that the tremendous success of the Internet is due to

the possibility of many viable value propositions to exist in this space, such that many

different businesses can profitably provide parts of the overall functionality. In doing so,

often the interests of the various players come in conflict with each other, though at

the highest level they may be in a symbiotic relationship; in [36], the authors call these

“tussles in cyberspace”, and consider the function of architecture to be to provide the

space in which such necessary tussles may proceed, without restricting or biasing the

outcome.

In functional terms, the purpose of architectural design is to articulate the necessary

entity interactions required for the desired functioning of the whole system. The entity

roles may be thought of containers of functionality, which are specified by the architec-

ture. Various roles may be fulfilled by different business entities. The mechanism that

each participant decides to realize within their box may be different, but the interactions

between the various boxes must transcend the choice of any particular participant, so

must be specified by the architecture, and the interfaces between the boxes to enable such

interactions must be standardized, as shown in Figure 3.1. Thus the identification of the
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roles and the interfaces constitute what Clark et al. have referred to as the “cut-points

of the architecture”.

Figure 3.1: General Architecture Design. Each blue box represents an entity and the
yellow hatched rectangles represent the standard interfaces to enable standard interac-
tions.

For a diverse, collaborative and dynamic environment such as the Internet, it is nec-

essary for the architecture to be minimal; each role must be postulated only when the

absence of any entity in that role would leave some essential function unfulfilled in the

ecosystem. The roles must also be specified only in terms of their interactions, not the

mechanism that any participant may use to realize the role. On the other hand, the in-

teractions must be well-articulated and well-defined to easily facilitate each role to meet

the standards, and avoid compatibility issues. The goal of the architecture, then, is to

identify a minimal set of roles and interfaces amongst them, such that roles that are likely

to be filled by different business entities in the real world are separated, there is a value

proposition for each role, and their interactions are clearly defined and specified.
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In the next subsection, we describe the broader architectural vision of ChoiceNet. We

then describe the verification service architecture in Section 3.2, keeping in mind that the

architecture must not mandate heavyweight interactions that themselves impose a large

overhead of communication on the network (though specific realizations may do so). It is

important to note that a particular business may fulfill more than one of the roles below.

Similarly, particular business entities may carry out the mandated interactions using the

interfaces we specify below, or other mechanisms that they agree on, even paper contracts

or phone calls (as is the case for similar interactions today). However, standardizing

such interactions in the architecture (by attempting an adequate specification of the

interfaces and interactions) would allow businesses that do not already have existing

business relationships with other parties to start interacting with others. Hopefully this

facilitates the entry of innovators into the marketplace and allows them to quickly build

up their ecosystem, by providing a ready framework that lowers the barrier.

3.1.2 ChoiceNet Architecture

The success of the current Internet is driven very largely by the economic interaction of

many entities, acting as customers and providers of various hardware and software services

for network functions and computing and storage functions, all mediated by economic

interactions. However, this economic reality is not represented in any of the network

software or protocol interactions, thus the economic incentive for providing innovative

services is detached from the network interaction.

No valuable network function can be assumed to be free, or made available as a public

service. In monetary transactions for services, competition improves the collective benefit.

Competition is more effective when the marketplace is larger. A small marketplace can

become a buyer’s market or seller’s market more easily. A larger variety of buyers means

a larger variety of producers and sellers can be sustained. In particular, small producers,

who in a marketplace of only a few large buyers will either become captive to one of them

or be driven out, may flourish in a large variegated marketplace containing small buyers

who can be directly sold to. These reflections prompt the goal of ChoiceNet to introduce

architectural entities into the Internet to enable fine-grain economic interactions.

In order to combine the incentives for new alternatives with the competition in a

market driven environment, ChoiceNet is based on three principles [151]; (i) “Enable

Alternatives”: provide the mechanisms and building blocks for users to be presented
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Figure 3.2: The ChoiceNet Cycle

with, and to choose different services easily, (ii) “Vote with your wallet” to provide the

means for secure, scalable and fine-granularity payment protocols to allow the user to

promote better performing providers, (iii) “Know what happened”: allow the user to

find out which provider to blame if service expectations are not met. These principles

constitute a cycle as shown in Figure 3.2 and are essential for each other, While this cycle

indeed exists in real-life, the goal of ChoiceNet is to provide the mechanisms to perform

this cycle in much shorter time scales, at finer granularity, and largely automatically to

boost the competition necessary for innovation. We should also emphasize that payment

being an important part of the architecture does not imply additional costs for users,

instead inexpensive payment models [65] can be utilized.

The ChoiceNet architecture provides a common platform for service providers to

advertise their services and for customers (also called “choosers”) to easily discover, ne-

gotiate and pay for these services. The component empowering the advertisements for

services is called the “marketplace” where service providers register their services and

customers discover them via querying the marketplace. Once a customer decides the ser-

vice to purchase, further ChoiceNet interaction between customer and provider creates a
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contract, with the customer receiving a token of some form. These interactions constitute

what we term the “Economy Plane” of ChoiceNet, and are all paralleled by real-world

interactions that take place, but outside the network architecture, today. Subsequent to

this, the customer may use the token to obtain the desired service in the same man-

ner as would take place in the current Internet - we refer to this as the “Use Plane”.

Such services could be for endpoint services, path or pathlet services, or even in-network

processing services. However, in the ChoiceNet view, the customer would undertake in-

dividual contracts with each of the providers of such services along the complete path

to compose the entire service, and would be financially rewarding each provider, thus

creating incentive for innovation at all such service points, endpoints, paths, and inter-

mediate processing/storage services. In reality, automated software acting on behalf of

the user would undertake these decisions, translating high-level goals of user experience

into low-level ones.

ChoiceNet interactions are enabled through two types of interfaces [151]; (i) cus-

tomer/provider interface in the economy plane and (ii) client/service interface in the use

plane. The business relationships such as service advertisement, contract setup, payment

or identity use the customer/provider interfaces, whereas technical service interactions to

setup and provide the service use the client/service interface. Because a service is defined

as “any functionality performed in the network” including combination of small services,

ChoiceNet’s interfaces enable entities to realize complex service models where an entity

can act both as a provider to some customers and also at the same time act as a customer

to some providers. Figure 3.3 illustrates such a case where a “bundle provider”, or simply

a bundler, creates a path service by stitching path services from different network service

providers (NSP). The bundler first makes contracts with each NSP and then resells the

combined path service to customers in the economy-plane. Making the contract, the bun-

dled path service is provided to the customer in the use-plane. Realistically, composing a

set of services advertised in the marketplace to realize a complete service for the customer

will be a complex task for all but the simplest cases, thus the task must be automated

and performed by software agents. Providing such software may itself be a service in

the ChoiceNet framework. Furthermore, the advertisements in the marketplace must be

semantically enriched to allow automated composition, thus marketplaces are more like

ontologies than directories. We do not discuss these ChoiceNet issues in further detail in

this thesis.
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Figure 3.3: Entities and interactions of the ChoiceNet Architecture

Figure 3.3 shows the ChoiceNet Architecture, where the red dashed arrows represent

the economy-plane interactions using the ChoiceNet interfaces as yellow hatched rect-

angles, and the blue solid lines represent the use-plane interactions using the interfaces

shown as triangles. Providers “register their services” to the marketplace so that choosers

can first “query these services” and then negotiate with the providers in order to “receive

the service”. Also, horizontally hatched interfaces denote the chooser interfaces, whereas

vertically hatched interfaces denote the provider interface. Additionally, the architecture

allows a provider D to make contracts with providers E and F, in order to bundle their

services and resell them to the customer. Note that the blue solid lines do not have a

specific direction because the received service can be in either direction such as video

streaming (to the chooser) or storage (from the chooser).

While ChoiceNet empowers the user to make fine-grain choices and reward providers
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who perform well with continued contracts, the user must also be able to discern which

service provider is to blame if the user’s overall satisfaction metric is not met. If a user

is not satisfied with the quality of experience in viewing streaming video, they need to

know if the fault lies with the player or other local software, their home network, their

home Internet service, any of the several provider hops their video traffic passes through

in sequence, or the video streaming service at the far end. This will generally require

measurements to be made inside the network cloud. Since the individual consumer does

not typically have presence except at the endpoints, this points to the potential of a

specific class of service provider roles, independent third-party verifiers, and the need

of architectural mechanisms specific to the collection and providing of such verification

information. In the next section, we discuss the specific goals and design decisions along

with the role, interaction and interface descriptions.

3.2 Verification Service Architecture

In this section, we first describe the roles of the Verification Service Architecture [8],

followed by the interfaces and interactions between these roles. We acknowledge that

there are many abbreviations used in our work to refer to existing technologies as well as

to describe the components of our architecture, which may reduce readability. Therefore,

Table 1 provides the meaning of abbreviations.

3.2.1 Architectural Roles

Figure 3.4 shows the roles of our verification architecture, where the dashed red arrows

represent the service setup interactions (economy plane interface as yellow rectangles)

and the green dotted arrows represent the measurement data transfer (use-plane). In

addition, the thick blue solid line represent the service received by the chooser from SP

(use-plane interface as triangles). Moreover, horizontally and vertically dashed interfaces

symbolizes the ChoiceNet customer and provider interfaces respectively. Also, rectangles

with “S” and “R” denote the MSP sender and receiver interfaces respectively. Because

MSP1 and MSP2 have very similar structures, MSP2 is represented as a box.

Measurement Service Provider (MSP): As the core role of the verification service

architecture, an MSP is an independent provider responsible for producing and delivering
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Figure 3.4: Verification Architecture Roles

the measurement data (MD) relevant to the chooser. The role itself consists of several sub-

entities as shown in Figure 3.4. An MSP utilizes one or more “Measurement Points (MP)”

to produce the MD. Following the PerfSONAR (discussed in Section 2.2.2) terminology,
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an MP is the actual measurement equipment located inside the network, preferably at a

point of presence or Internet Exchange Point (IXP), typically with passive measurement

capability to capture chooser packets. Deploying MPs at IXPs is attractive because this

requires no extra support or trust from any network service provider and yet the system

can have access to the ingress and egress traffic of hundreds of providers [2] at a single

location.

Once a packet is captured, the production of MD depends on the selected “MSP

Mechanism (MM)”. An MSP can offer several such MMs as part of the service advertise-

ment, and the same MM may need to be used at multiple MSPs to compose a verification

service. Choosers might prefer different MMs for different applications and several MMs

may run concurrently. Although MP and MM are logically separate entities, due to per-

formance reasons, it is suitable to have them as different processes in the same device,

or even have MMs executed as simple functions in MP. A simple MM example can be

a “throughput calculation mechanism”, which calculates the number of bytes received

within a second for the desired flow, but more complex mechanisms can be envisaged as

shown in Section 4.3.

As part of low-level detail abstraction, An MP never directly interacts with the cus-

tomer. Instead, an “MSP Wrapper” entity provides the MD in a “service-specific” repre-

sentation. Because minimizing the network load caused by MSP is essential and because

delivering large amounts of MD over ChoiceNet’s extensible (for example XML-based)

messaging language can waste bandwidth significantly, we introduce an optional verifica-

tion service specific MD transmission interface, called “MSP Interface”, at sender as “S”

interface and at the receiver as “R” interface respectively. Although usage of these “MSP

Interfaces” is not required, it provides the efficiency we need in practice. The type and

format of the messages exchanged by this MSP Interface are negotiated by the ChoiceNet

Interface, including a possible temporary ID and encryption key to maintain secure com-

munication. In addition, thousands of customers may demand this service from the same

MSP and in order to achieve scalability, MSP Wrapper and MSP Interface functionality

may be realized by several machines, if necessary.

In Figure 3.4, each role also has a “manager” sub-entity, responsible for general admin-

istrative tasks of the provider such as configuration, logging, payment, identity, registry

or advertisements. These tasks are vital for each provider and that is why we keep this

sub-entity in each provider. However, it is a per provider sub-entity so a provider which
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has several roles can use only a single manager to do all such tasks. It can also act as a

central entity forwarding user requests to appropriate entities. Also in Figure 3.4, each

role has at least one ChoiceNet interface, because any provider advertising itself as an in-

dependent provider must have a ChoiceNet interface. However, a large provider who has

multi-roles can prefer offering only bundled services and in this case, entities of different

roles can communicate by ad-hoc means since they are indeed part of the same provider

and thus they do not need separate discovery, negotiation or payment. It is up to the

chooser to choose between the flexibility in mixing and matching these capabilities, and

the convenience (but also opacity) of a bundled service, possibly with different price tags.

Measurement Composition Service Provider (MCSP): In the current Internet,

a user flow typically goes through more than one network service provider (NSP) before

reaching its destination, and therefore there may be several MSP choices to measure

the flow. Having several such MSP alternatives with various capabilities to choose from,

makes verification service composition a challenge by itself. Therefore an MCSP role

makes such service compositions convenient for customers. An MCSP first negotiates

with various MSPs to setup the desired measurement service with appropriate metrics,

mechanisms, MD representation. MCSP then finds an appropriate analyzer (describe be-

low) for verification. Having found the entities, MCSP returns a “recipe” to the customer.

Having got the recipe, the customer can now communicate with the providers to make a

service contract. These negotiations may also include the specifications of MSP interfaces

such as message format, endpoints, temporary encryption keys etc.

It is important to note that MCSP is a special case of service composition, a general

feature of ChoiceNet. That is, it can be realized as part of a general ChoiceNet service

composition role, instead of a separate entity in Figure 3.4. Also, it may very well be

implemented as a software in customer’s computer, or alternatively, as part of a large

provider (say provider X) which also has MSP functionality. The last scenario allows

“MSP peering”, where such a provider X can contract with another MSP, in a ChoiceNet

customer/provider fashion, to broaden its measurement capability geographically and

to offer advertisements especially desirable for customers communicating over long dis-

tances. In that case, a customer may only be negotiating with provider X which may

indeed have multiple providers performing as subcontractors. Furthermore, a hierarchy

of MSPs is also possible, where a provider X may have contracts with many geograph-

ically distant small MSPs to increase its competitiveness. We anticipate our work is to
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design the architecture enabling such possible scenarios and let the market decide for

feasible practices.

Measurement Analysis Service Provider (MASP): The raw MD itself is not

generally useful to the customer until it is analyzed, which makes MASP a crucial role

for verification. Having MD as input, MASP typically applies statistical methods (similar

to the measurement tools in Section 2.2.4) to provide useful information to the customers.

However, we anticipate a variety of “detail levels” can be desirable for distinct customers

and their applications. While some applications or users may only ask for a “yes/no”

reply for each service provider, others might want more in-depth analysis. Therefore

MASP should support various levels of detail. Additionaly, as part of service negotiation,

a MASP can optionally indicate a receiver, “R”, MSP Interface for each sender “S” MSP

Interface that it expects receiving MD from. Similar to MCSP above, a MASP can also

be implemented as a software in customer’s computer or as a part of a general analysis

provider, or alternatively as part of a large measurement provider that has MSP or MCSP.

Chooser and SP: In some cases (for example, dynamically changing throughput mea-

surement, described in Section 4.3), a MASP may require the MD input from the chooser

and SP (a service provider that users get end-point service such as video streaming) in

order to compare them with MD collected from MSPs. In that case, chooser and SP

should also run a measurement mechanism (MM), possibly as a plug-in.

Although we usually expect applications to “know” what measurement metrics they

are looking for, some applications may optionally delegate this task entirely to a “Mea-

surement Metric Converter Service (MMCS)” (not shown in Figure 3.4) which converts

a high-level statement into low-level measurement metrics. For example, a VoIP appli-

cation, may utilize ChoiceNet Interface with a “VoIP” as metric, which MMCS converts

to, say <80ms OWD (one-way delay), <5ms jitter and >200Kbps throughput for 100ms

intervals, i.e. a mapping from high-level to low-level goals. Furthermore, the architecture

does not prohibit any 3rd party agents that can act on behalf of users (not shown in

Figure 3.4), especially for computers with low processing power or for corporations with

several computers, as long as agents speak the ChoiceNet language.
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3.2.2 Architectural Interfaces

Having described the roles, we now turn our attention to the interfaces shown in Fig-

ure 3.4, which play a critical role in ensuring that customers and providers understand

each other. Because setting up a verification service involves several stages, we first ex-

plain such stages, followed by the general information exchange structures and the set of

interactions to perform the service. It is important to note that the architectural roles we

discussed earlier, also use the native ChoiceNet services and thus their interactions, such

as marketplace queries, payment transactions, authentication messages. For example, a

MCSP may require marketplace queries and a MASP or MSP may require advertising

their capabilities. Furthermore, all such roles may require payment and authentication

for their services. However, these interactions are not the focus of our work so we prefer

explaining the information exchanges only related to our work.

Figure 3.5 represents a sequence of events, in a distributed system in a flow chart

fashion. We emphasize that it is not an algorithm performed by a single entity, instead

the state diagrams for each entity is shown in Figure 3.7, 3.8, 3.9 for MASP, MSP and

the chooser respectively. The chooser (or an application on behalf) must first determine

the desired verification service followed by its endpoint requirements. In order to achieve

this, the customer (or application on behalf) may have the built-in logic to select such

a service, or may utilize a MMCS service, described earlier. If the mechanism (MM)

requires support from the destination (SP) endpoint, the customer then negotiates with

the SP about the availability of such a capability. If it does not work, then an alternative

MM can be tried, perhaps with a higher cost or less accuracy. Assuming a common

MM between endpoints is found (or not needed at all), the customer then searches the

marketplace a MCSP, and upon finding one, the customer now requests a “recipe” from

this MCSP, where the “recipe” is a list of the providers to realize the verification service.

MCSP searches either a marketplace or its well-known provider list to come up with a

“good match” based on the customer’s needs, and returns a recipe, if possible. If MCSP

fails to return a recipe, then the customer can simply request the composition service

from an alternative MCSP. Assuming a recipe is returned, the customer now makes

individial contracts with the providers in the recipe. The first contract should be with

MASP because it in turn provides the measurement interface that other nodes connect

to. Having contract with MSPs and SP, each provider now checks with MASP to ensure

that the connection and the credentials are working. Upon setting up the resources, each
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provider sends a “ready” message to the chooser, and once all expected ready messages

are received, the chooser starts using the use-plane. This, in turn, causes MD to be

produced by MSPs and be collected by MASP. MASP analyzes the MD and returns

the verification results to the customer. Based on these results, customer now can make

choices accordingly. We also emphasize that failures during these stages typically cause

customers to switch to a different mechanism or provider and “too many” such failures

can cause the customer to quit using a service or a provider.
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Figure 3.5: Verification service as a sequence of events in a distributed system

Before going into the interaction details, we first give a high-level view of the in-

formation exchanged between entity roles. We emphasize that the following simplified
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XML-based structures below are presented only to give readers a better understanding

of the verification service specific information exchanged by different parties, rather than

exhaustively showing all possible messages.

Flow: Listing 3.1 defines a “flow” by the endpoints, where endpoints are represented

by the five tuple (source IP address, source transport port, destination IP address,

destination transport port and the transport protocol). While this is the most com-

mon way to define a flow, the extensible nature of the architecture allows different

flow definitions, without changing the architecture itself. For example, IP version 6

can easily be defined by only changing the version attribute value and a new trans-

port protocol can similarly be defined only by modifying the port attribute. In

fact, the architecture even allows aggregated flows, such as flows based on MPLS

or VLAN tags or IP address prefixes. Furthermore, we envision that this exten-

sibility facilitates compatibility with Future Network Architectures (discussed in

Appendix 2.1).

Listing 3.1: Flow definition

1 <flow>

2 <endpoint type="source">

3 <ip ve r s i on="4">chooser IP</ip>

4 <port type="tcp">chooser port</port>

5 </endpoint>

6 <endpoint type="destination">

7 <ip ve r s i on="4">service provider IP</ip>

8 <port type="tcp">service provider port</port>

9 </endpoint>

10 </flow>

Path: Listing 3.2 defines a “path” by the endpoints and a number of service providers in

between. As well as the endpoint definition discussed as part of the flow definition,

ingress and engress can be defined by protocols other than IP, if negotiating parties

agree.

Listing 3.2: Path definition

1 <path>

2 <endpoint type="source">

3 <ip ve r s i on="4">chooser IP</ip>

4 <port type="tcp">chooser port</port>

5 </endpoint>

6 <nsp po s i t i o n="1" id="nsp1">
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7 <ingress><ip ve r s i on="4">NSP1 IP1</ip></ingress>

8 <egress><ip ve r s i on="4">NSP1 IP2</ip></egress>

9 </nsp>

10 <nsp po s i t i o n="2" id="nsp2">

11 <ingress><ip ve r s i on="4">NSP2 IP3</ip></ingress>

12 <egress><ip ve r s i on="4">NSP2 IP4</ip></egress>

13 </nsp>

14 <nsp po s i t i o n="3" id="nsp3">

15 <ingress><ip ve r s i on="4">NSP3 IP5</ip></ingress>

16 <egress><ip ve r s i on="4">NSP3 IP6</ip></egress>

17 </nsp>

18 <endpoint type="destination">

19 <ip ve r s i on="4">service provider IP</ip>

20 <port type="tcp">service provider port</port>

21 </endpoint>

22 </path>

Metrics: As shown in Listing 3.3, metrics can be used to define a constraint or as part

of a measurement request.

Listing 3.3: Metric definition for analysis and measurement

1 <!-- metric definition for analysis -->

2 <metrics>

3 <metric type="constraint" name="one -way -delay">

4 <value type="time" cond i t i on="less -than" uni t="ms">80</value>

5 </metric>

6 <metric type="constraint" name="throughput">

7 <value type="bits" cond i t i on="greater -than" uni t="mega">2</value>

8 </metric>

9 </metrics>

10 <!-- metric definition for measurement -->

11 <metrics>

12 <metric type="measurement" name="one -way -delay"/>

13 <metric type="measurement" name="throughput"/>

14 </metrics>

Mechanism: Listing 3.4 defines a mechanism by its name and input parameters to be

used. In this XML snippet, the name attribute is a highly simplified, whereas in

reality, a mechanism can be defined by its URL and XML Namespace for clari-

fication. The inner XML tags represent the parameters of this mechanism and it

simply means a “marker” packet is sent inline (not as individial packets) for every

100 packets sent. The details of “marker mechanism” is given in Section 4.3.

Listing 3.4: Mechanism definition

1 <mechanism name="marker" ve r s i on="1.0">
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2 <parameters>

3 <parameter name="rate" type="count">100</rate>

4 <parameter name="packet" type="inline" content="application"/>

5 <parameters>

6 </mechanism>

Wrapper: A standard MD representation is essential for 3rd parties to interpret the

meaning of MD and this is defined as “wrapper” in Listing 3.5, where “mea-

surementFormat” represents a well-known standard output format, meaning the

wrapped messages will have 300 bytes and will be sent for each MD message upon

receipt.

Listing 3.5: Wrapper definition

1 <wrapper name="wrapperDefinition" ve r s i on="1.0">

2 <format name="measurementFormat" ve r s i on="1.0" messageSize="300" uni t="

bytes"/>

3 <frequency type="uponReceipt"/>

4 </wrapper>

Analysis: The results of the analysis must be easily consumed by the customers re-

gardless of the MM, MD format. The “analysisFormat” in Listing 3.6 refers to a

minimum report format and specifying that it will be sent to the customer every

second.

Listing 3.6: Analysis definition

1 <analysis name="analysisDefinition" ve r s i on="1.0">

2 <format name="analysisFormat" ve r s i on="1.0" d e t a i l="minimum" g r anu l a r i t y="

provider"/>

3 <frequency type="time" uni t="second" value="1"/>

4 </analysis>

Preference: The preference format in Listing 3.7 defines the criterias of the customer

in a request to a MCSP. In this case, the customer’s preference is a single result

with the lowest price.

Listing 3.7: Preference definition

1 <preference type="price" value="lowest" numberOfResults="1">

In addition to the basic structures we presented above, other definitions will be pro-

vided when needed, but now we describe the interactions that utilize these snippets.
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The general case where a chooser utilizes ChoiceNet Interface to compose, make

contracts and then receive the verification service is shown in Figure 3.6, and below

we describe each interaction in detail by referring the messages in this figure.

Chooser to Marketplace, SP and MCSP: As shown in Figure 3.5, assuming

chooser application knows what metrics to measure; it first searches for a verification

service from the marketplace as shown in Message 1 in Figure 3.6. If this service requires

a mechanism that needs SP and chooser support, then the chooser negotiates with SP to

request this support as shown in Message 2 in in Figure 3.6. Note that the chooser may

also install a plug-in mechanism to realize this service. Having a successful negotiation

with a “decision accept” message as shown in Listing 3.8, the chooser again searches

the marketplace for recipe composition service and marketplace replies with a MCSP, as

shown in Message 3 in Figure 3.6. Note that this step can be combined with Message 1

as well. Having agreement with SP and learning about MCSP, the chooser sends “flow”,

“path”, “metric” with constrainsts, “mechanism”, “wrapper”, “analysis” and “prefer-

ence” information with values in Listings 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7 respectively,

represented by Message 4 in Figure 3.6, and the next set of interactions are described in

the following paragraph.

MCSP to MSPs, MASP and Chooser: Assuming MSP1 is in between NSP1 and

NSP2, and MSP2 is in between NSP2 and NSP3, MCSP negotiates with MSP1 and

MSP2 by sending the “flow”, “path”, “metric” for measurement, “mechanism”, “wrap-

per” information with values in Listings 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 respectively, represented

by Message 5 and 6 in Figure 3.6. If MSP1 can provide this service, it sends back an

“decision accept” message as in Listing 3.8 to MCSP and the same goes for MSP2. MCSP

then sends the “flow”, “path”, “metric” for analysis , “mechanism”, “wrapper”, analysis”

information to MASP1, as shown in Message 7 in Figure 3.6. Assuming all entity roles

accept the request, as shown in Message 8 in Figure 3.6, MCSP now returns a “decision

recipe” to the chooser as in Listing 3.8.

Listing 3.8: Decision accept and recipe definitions

1 <!-- decision accept definition -->

2 <decision type="response" accept="yes">

3

4 <!-- decision recipe definition -->

5 <decision type="response" accept="yes" r e c i p e="yes">
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6 <provider po s i t i o n="1" type="msp" id="msp1">

7 <interface type="choiceNet" ve r s i on="1.0">

8 <ip ve r s i on="4">MSP1 IP</ip>

9 <port type="tcp">MSP1 TCP Port</port>

10 </interface>

11 </provider>

12 <provider po s i t i o n="2" type="msp" id="msp2">

13 <interface type="choiceNet" ve r s i on="1.0">

14 <ip ve r s i on="4">MSP2 IP</ip>

15 <port type="tcp">MSP2 TCP Port</port>

16 </interface>

17 </provider>

18 <provider type="masp" id="masp1">

19 <interface type="choiceNet" ve r s i on="1.0">

20 <ip ve r s i on="4">MASP1 IP</ip>

21 <port type="tcp">MASP1 TCP Port</port>

22 </interface>

23 </provider>

24 </decision>

Chooser to MASP and MSPs: Having a recipe, the chooser now makes individual

contracts with MASP, SP, MSPs. While these interactions are similar to the ones MCSP

has done previously, these are separately necessary to make contracts with each provider.

The first provider to make contract is the MASP because it will provide the interface that

other providers need to send MD to. The chooser message includes the “flow”, “path”,

“metric” for analysis, “mechanism”, “wrapper”, “analysis” as shown in Message 9 in

Figure 3.6. Assuming MASP1 replies with an “decision accept” and after chooser makes

a payment and MASP1 replies with an “MSP Interface” in Listing 3.9, accompanied

by credentials for each entity. That is precisely the reason why Message 9 includes 4

Messages. In this scenario, there are four such ID-KEY pairs needed; chooser, MSP1,

MSP2, SP respectively.

Listing 3.9: Interface definition with temporary credentials

1 <interface type="measurement" ve r s i on="1.0">

2 <ip ve r s i on="4">MASP1 IP</ip>

3 <port type="tcp">MASP1 TCP Port</port>

4 <credential type="temporary">

5 <user>abcd</user>

6 <password>1234</password>

7 <ip r equ i r ed="yes" ve r s i on="4">MSP1 IP</ip>

8 </credential>

9 </interface>
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The chooser now sends these ID-KEY pairs to appropriate providers as shown in

Messages 10, 13 and 16 in Figure 3.6. Having their internal setup done, all roles try

to connect to MASP1 with these credentials as represented in Message 11, 14, 17 in

Figure 3.6. Having succeeded, each will send a “ready” message in Listing 3.10 to the

chooser as shown in Message 12, 15, 18 in Figure 3.6. Note that the exact order of these

messages does not matter, but once all “ready” messages are received, it signals to the

chooser that the system is now ready for verification service.

Chooser, MSP and SP to MASP: The chooser starts use-plane interaction, and in

this scenario, we are sending packets from the chooser to SP. Chooser, MSP1, MSP2 and

SP now sends MDs to MASP1 as shown in Messages 19, 20, 21, 22 in Figure 3.6 respec-

tively. Listing 3.10 shows a sample MD based on the marker mechanism with incomplete

information such as hardware or software tags. However, as discussed in Section 3.2.3,

creating a complete measurement specification is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Listing 3.10: A sample measurement data definition

1 <md name="markerPacketMeasurementData" ve r s i on="1.0">

2 <experiment id="45632 fd">

3 <starttime>546343432743</starttime>

4 <endtime>546343492674</endtime>

5 </experiment>

6 <node id="5472473453">

7 <domain> . . . </domain>

8 <hardware> . . . </hardware>

9 <software> . . . </software>

10 </node>

11 <mechanism name="marker" ve r s i on="1.0">

12 <parameters>

13 <parameter name="rate" type="count">100</rate>

14 <parameter name="packet" type="inline" content="application"/>

15 <parameters>

16 </mechanism>

17

18 <element type="sequence">

19 <value>57</value>

20 </element>

21 <element type="receivedBytes">

22 <value type="bytes" >58460</value>

23 </element>

24 <element type="captureTime">

25 <value type="time" r e l a t i v e="yes">565</value>

26 </element>

27 <element type="previousTime">
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28 <value type="time" r e l a t i v e="yes">535</value>

29 </element>

30 </md>

MASP to Chooser: As an example, assuming that all MD collected are similar to

one in Listing 3.10 means that NSP2 is creating a significant latency and therefore it

is the one to blame for the one way delay performance problems. MASP1 now provides

a sample output to the chooser as shown in Message 23 in Figure 3.6 and it is defined

by the “result for verification” message in Listing 3.11. Note that even though chooser

application has asked for 2Mbps throughput, it actually did not send that much traffic,

therefore we can not blame any provider that 2Mbps throughput performance is not met.

Listing 3.11: Result definition for service setup and verification

1 <!-- result definition for service setup -->

2 <result name="serviceResult" ve r s i on="1.0">ready</result>

3

4 <!-- result definition for verification -->

5 <result name="measurementResult" ve r s i on="1.0">

6 <provider type="nsp" id="nsp1" owd="yes" thr="yes"/>

7 <provider type="nsp" id="nsp2" owd="no" thr="yes"/>

8 <provider type="nsp" id="nsp3" owd="yes" thr="yes"/>

9 </result>

3.2.3 Measurement Specifications

The measurement data is the building block to analyze and verify the service agree-

ments. Because different services may have different promises, various metrics may need

to be represented by the measurement data such as delay, throughput, packet loss. A

common agreement on the exact definition of measurement metrics can be achieved

for human readers by utilizing the existing studies such as the IP Performance Metrics

(IPPM) [134, 40] for delay and jitter definitions, and the study in [140] for bandwidth

concepts (link capacity definition as well as tight and narrow link definitions). In the

measurement literature discussed in Chapter 2, PerfSONAR measurement framework

provides a structural and extensible XML based format [137] to represent various mea-

surements.

Another important ongoing work as part of GENI testbed project (described in Ap-

pendix B.1) is the GEMINI [62] and GIMI projects [64]. The primary goal of these
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projects is to provide a system that can easily collect and visualize measurement data for

the experimenters using GENI. In order to realize such a system, they aim to represent

and archive the measurement data produced by the experiments on the GENI testbed,

by working on MDOD (Measurement Data Object Descriptor) [64] to represent the mea-

surement data as well as using the iRODS [78] data management system to archive the

measurement data in a comprehensive, scalable and distributed way.

The measurement data can be represented as attribute/value pairs and the most im-

portant aspect of creating a structured representation of this data is to create the service

advertisement to represent this measurement service capability, that can be queried and

composed. Because there is an already ongoing work to represent the measurement data

and service composition, we have not focused on stating a measurement specification in

this thesis.

3.2.4 Potential Business Model

As we remarked before, our architecture must not only be adequate in defining the

functionality that we aim to introduce, but also in striking the correct decomposition

of that functionality between various different entities, such that these entities become

natural and viable business models. This would enable businesses to emerge operating

on one or another of our entity definitions, and be able to interact with other businesses

using standardized interactions defined by the architecture. For a viable ecosystem to

form, it is also necessary that each entity provide a sustainable business model, and

possibly other conditions such as attainability and stability of a non-monopolistic model,

in each business space. The richness of the ecosystem that can be potentially formed is

another desirable metric.

A rigorous and complete consideration of these issues is beyond the competence of

solely networking researchers, and the scope of this thesis. Our group is collaborating

on an ongoing basis with the economics researchers to make progress on these issues.

However, in this section, we include some brief discussion to provide some intuition

regarding the viability of our architecture from this point of view, and also to show that

the potential richness of our architecture is high.

For a viable business, there must exist a win-win situation with other business entities

in the same economic domain, which implies that different players must have comple-

mentary strengths, so that each brings something to an interaction that the other values,
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but lacks the capability (or investment) to produce for themselves. Thus every architec-

tural entity must indicate a stock-in-trade for a business operating in that role, and the

functionality of the entity must produce added value. Every interaction in the architec-

tural definition must realize an exchange of such added value between different entities;

of course such an exchange may be mediated by some currency, or consideration. Finally,

for the richness of the ecosystem, it should be possible for businesses to bring a variety

of innovative value propositions to existing entities, not be restricted to just playing one

of the few roles specified up front in the architecture.

In our verification architecture, we obviously consider the main entities we have pro-

posed to have viable business cases. The stock-in- trade of the MSP is the measurement

equipment at various Points-of-Presence in the Internet - an MSP with a larger variety of

equipment at a larger number of exchange points in the Internet is in a position to con-

tribute to the fulfillment of a larger set of verification requirements. The MASP provides

a complementary value, that of algorithmic analysis of the collected data. The MASP’s

stock-in-trade is smart algorithms, and the value stems from the development of such

custom algorithms, or the correct and efficient implementation of existing approaches.

An MASP could use data-driven approaches using simulation or pattern detection over

large volumes of pre-collected data as part of the unique value it provides.

The MCSP (which may be the same as ChoiceNet’s general Composition Service

Provider) functions as a sort of “market expert” of verification services, consisting of a

knowledge base or expert system on what verification service offering exist in various

marketplaces, and how they might be composed to best satisfy the verification needs of a

particular chooser. The MCSP operates entirely on service offerings available from various

marketplaces, but the offline data mining and computation that the MCSP undertakes

on an ongoing basis creates the value of its service, which a typical chooser would not be

able to undertake for an individual service request.

The normal service providers also have a role to play in the verifiability of the services

they deliver. For one thing, they may act as MSPs for their own services themselves, of-

fering their own measurements together with their services as an added value, to increase

confidence in their service. Path service providers already have Points-of-Presence inside

the network, and can offer claims of service or proofs of service measurements of quanti-

ties such as throughput, delay, jitter. Storage, content, or compute service providers can

provide similar measurements at endpoints, or other measurements more specific to their
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service e.g. a storage service provider can provide storage and retrieval time measure-

ments. Other types of measurements can be made by path or endpoint service providers

that, for example, verify endpoint processing services such as encryption (by verifying

that cleartext is not possible to obtain or reconstruct at an intermediate location in the

network path).

Beyond these basic entities, there might be many business models for innovative or

partial verification services to the chooser, or other entities in the architecture. We note

that these services (and the measurement services in general) do not have to be perfect

or infallible in order to provide reasonable or even significant benefit to the customer

in terms of making informed choices; a fuzzy or approximate measurement may suffice

the customer to inform their subsequent choices. Many existing measurement methods

may have an active component, such that some packets (or fields in packets) are injected

in the data stream to aid verification. Such injection needs the endpoint(s) to interpose

operations in its local stack, or execute code in an existing stack protocol. In Section 4.3,

we use such an example of injecting a field in the application PDU that allows some

packets to be “marked”. Providing such plug-in code can itself be a service, that is

offered in conjunction with (or with reference to) a particular type of measurement; the

chooser can then choose to buy the plug-in from one vendor, while also contracting for

service with an MSP who offers the capability of making measurements based on the

same measurement type, or plug-in.

Completely different mechanisms may co-exist, or evolve from or to the above ones; for

example many customer-provider interaction may initially proceed without any verifica-

tion (tantamount to trust, the current status quo), with later introduction of verification

mechanisms. As another possibility, the service providers may themselves offer claims or

proofs of service, and the measurement service provider may simply provide estimates of

how dependable such claims are from spot checks (not necessarily related to this partic-

ular customers traffic) thus acting essentially as reputation brokers.

We have assumed above that the MCSP is able to translate the chooser’s verification

requirement into requirements for measurement. However, for chooser requirements that

are very high level, abstract, or sophisticated, part of this translation may be a separate

service itself. Such a Measurement Metric Converter Service might translate a a “VoIP”

service requirement to a requirement to measure one-way delay, throughput and jitter

as the quantities to be measured, and may further make the expert suggestion that
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satisfactory values for those should be < 80 ms, > 200 Kbps, and < 5 ms respectively.

Such a provider could utilize algorithmic models of user experience as their stock-in-trade,

or mine available past data on metric values and subsequently stated user satisfaction.

Considering privacy concerns, we can envision a capability enabling customers to pay

and receive measurement service without exposing their identities. One possible solution

could be a “proxy ID service” where only the proxy ID provider knows the chooser’s

real identity and it provides a “temporary valid session id”, with some money in it, to

the customer. Thus MSP essentially knows nothing about the identity of the customer,

preserving the privacy at least partially.

Although measurement and verification services are likely to primarily rely on passive

measurement (due to cost), they might partially reap the benefits of active measurement

by having “track record” reports of such tests. Thus a “NSP reviewer service” can act

as a regular customer running active measurements across NSPs. (Note that the proxy

ID service can also help hide reviewer service hide its identity and thus NSPs differen-

tiating reviews traffic.) Similarly, MSPs themselves can be subjected to “peer review”

by other MSPs for quality assurance, or by NSPs for certification of non-interference

and non-invasiveness of the measurement activity. Along the same lines, some customers

might specifically want to make analysis of their past MD or of general aggregated MD.

Therefore storage of past MD is desirable. A chooser can simply store such MD, or pay

for a storage service to do so; or this capability can be bundled as part of MASP ser-

vice by a larger provider. In the latter cases, the chooser may also then decide to make

such measurement data archives available to other users, as a public service, or for a fee

(becoming an NSP reviewer service provider).

Not all verification interactions need be mediated by money. Seattle [22, 160] is a

community-driven educational testbed which consists of a large number of diverse com-

puting devices (laptops, tablets, smart phones), each running a node manager “software”

which ensures experimental applications installed on these nodes do not cause any se-

curity risk or performance problems while the owners use these devices. Experimental

applications are written in a python-like language which utilizes the Seattle API provid-

ing both abstraction and security. Seattle is used for running simple end-to-end measure-

ments of throughput, similar to Iperf, on whatever nodes are available running Seattle

at a given time. The system is free, utilizing some cycles on devices that their owners

contribute to the common cause. One can envisage a similar non-profit consortium of
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users, performing such experiments, building up a tomographic performance picture of

parts of the planetary network over time.

The above discussion shows us that the architecture is capable of sustaining many

different business models, thus increasing our confidence that some or many of them will

be viable ones, and that the availability of the primary entities that support the basic

architecture will be valuable enough to make them viable as well.
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Figure 3.6: Time-Sequence Diagram for Interactions between entities. Each number M
represents a message, which is referred as Message M in this thesis.
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Chapter 4

The Performance of a Verification

Service

To show the value of our proposed framework discussed in Chapter 3, we designed several

network measurement systems that fit into it, which we describe in this chapter. While

some of them predates the ChoiceNet architecture, their goal is still the same and so all of

these systems nicely fit in the picture of the ChoiceNet verification service architecture. In

addition, to realize the “vote with your wallet” principle (referring to Section 3.1.2) of the

ChoiceNet, we needed an agent that makes informed choices on behalf of the user and we

utilized an earlier project of our research group, called SILO (explained in Appendix A.1).

SILO’s Tuning Agent can run various algorithms and provides automated decision making

based on the feedback received from the network and we use this capability in Section 4.1

and 4.2. Note that, any other agent (including the user) could have been used to represent

this decision making.

In each case, we aim for a meaningful system capability that is difficult if not im-

possible to achieve without the ecosystem of entities in our verification architecture, but

becomes straightforward with the separation of roles and assumption of the interfaces we

postulate. The first of these is a scenario in which measurements from the optical trans-

port path is utilized by the end user’s software agent to make choices between alternate

path services, or the more fine-grained choice of the power level to use. In the second

case, we construct a similar scenario, but with a wireless network, integrating pre-existing

open source software modules to play the roles of both the measurement provider, and

the user’s agent that receives measurement data to make choices. In our third scenario,
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we create a simulation in which each role is played by simulation modules, to showcase

how the separation of roles allows both simple and more sophisticated analysis based on

the same measurement data. Having promising results in the simulation, in the fourth

case, we give the results of an actual prototype deployed on a meso-scale testbed called

GENI, explained in Appendix B.1. We also briefly discuss the implementation details of a

minimum and yet complete ChoiceNet prototype with Verification Service in Section 4.5.

4.1 Verification based Path Decision in Optical Trans-

port Service

The first part of our case studies is about the system we built on GENI, a national, virtual

testbed to create custom network topologies (for a detailed explanation of GENI, readers

are referred to Appendix B.1). As part of the GENI Instrumentation & Measurement

Group, IMF (Integrated Measurement Framework) [75, 76] is a collaborative research

project between North Carolina State University, Columbia University and University

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill/RENCI, which utilizes optical physical layer charac-

teristics with cross-layer capable platforms and then provides these capabilities through

interfaces of other measurement frameworks such as PerfSONAR. This is essential for

GENI, because GENI provides virtual machines to experimenters, and in such a virtual-

ized environment, it is typically not possible for experimenters to directly access to the

real physical layer, which is essential to be able to observe and leverage the optical link

characteristics by their cross-layer protocols. However, note that in this section, we only

give the details related to our verification architecture, and more information about IMF

can be found in [75, 76] for interested readers.

As shown in Figure 4.1, our case scenario [184, 185] has a GENI slice consisting of two

virtual machines (VM) that communicate over the optical fiber provided by BEN [131].

Both VMs are running SILO (discussed in Appendix A.1) stacks as the “end-user soft-

ware agent” which makes cross-layer decisions. The VM on the left is streaming video to

the VM on the right through the optical channel, on which the optical switches periodi-

cally publish measurement data to an XMPP [191] server, in terms of optical power and

bit error rate (BER), where XMPP (eXtensible Messaging and Presence Protocol) is a

rendezvous protocol, enabling XMPP clients to login and find each other by connecting

to an XMPP server. Also, an additional important technology is XMPP PubSub (Pub-
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lish and Subscriber) [154, 192] where some XMPP clients publish information to specific

“topic”s and other interested XMPP clients can then consume this information by sub-

scribing to these topics, without publishers and subscribers requiring to know each other

as long as they have the credentials to publish or subscribe. The SILO stack on the left

VM has two additional services; an XMPP subscriber service whose sole purpose is to

subscribe to the topic about the optical measurement data, and a SOA (Semiconductor

Optical Amplifier) controller service which sends XMLRPC requests to the NetFPGA to

modify the optical power through SOA. There is also a special SILO Tuning Algorithm

running on the left VM for this experiment, which periodically queries the SILO service

and issues commands in real-time to the SOA controller service to increase the power

level to achieve better video quality if BER increases. Moreover, if the Tuning Algorithm

decides that it can not compensate anymore by increasing the power level, it switches the

path by using an alternative link (Eth1) for streaming. The results [184, 185] show that

the video quality is significantly increased by this measurement and actuation feedback

loop.

From our verification architecture point of view, it is fairly easy to see how each entity

fits. The customer is the video streaming application (on the left VM) choosing the SILO

stack and then this verification service provider. The measurements are performed by the

optical switches acting as the measurement points (MPs) and the XMPP server combined

with MPs is the Measurement Service Provider (MSP) which provides the measurement

data (MD). The analysis component (MASP) is the Tuning Algorithm which decides

whether the optical path service is providing the expected quality of service. Additionally,

the Tuning Algorithm acts on behalf of the customer, by choosing another path as in the

“vote with your wallet” principle of ChoiceNet (discussed in Section 3.1.2).

Another goal of our unified architecture is to use existing measurement frameworks

(discussed in Section 2.2.2) to enable a commonly accepted software mechanism between

MSP and MASP (described in Section 3.1.2) so we (i) added PerfSONAR Measurement

Point capability to the IMF measurement handler of the switches as the MP, (ii) created

a database as the measurement service provider [75], and (iii) modified the PerfSONAR

UI [85] to visualize both archived and the real-time optical MD. Figure 4.2 is a screenshot

of the modified PerfSONAR UI, displaying the power-level measured in two weeks. This

work shows that we do not advocate discarding existing measurement platforms but

rather enabling them to coexist in the same unified service ecosystem.
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Figure 4.1: GEC8 IMF Demo (figure taken from [184])

4.2 Wireless physical layer Alternative using Stan-

dard Choice Interface

Our second case study presents a wireless network framework that our architecture fits

into. We first give a brief information about the outdoor testbed we ran our tests on, called

CentMesh, followed by an overview of OMF, a well-recognized control and management

framework focusing on repeatability. Finally, by utilizing OMF as the MSP and SILO

as the software agent for automated decision maker on behalf of the user, we show a

real cross-layer closed-loop control scenario and present some experimental data. While

the data or the tuning algorithm themselves are not very important, they show that the

architectural approach is valid.
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Figure 4.2: PerfSONAR UI displaying results of the optical power levels for given time
interval

CentMesh Overview

The CentMesh (Centennial Mesh project) [25] is a wireless mesh network testbed enabling

researchers to run and test their innovative protocols in a real outdoor environment

located in Centennial Campus of North Carolina State University. Its software is open-

source and its wireless channels are based on 802.11a/b/g by utilizing the MadWifi

Driver [104]. It has stationary and mobile nodes as pushcarts. In this section, we only

use the pushcarts in our experiments. Its high-programmability allowed us to install our

applications and also modify the network interfaces to easily run our experiment as we

describe in Section 4.2.

OMF Overview

OMF (cOntrol and Management Framework) [146, 126] is a control and management

framework for testbeds to easily setup the testbed nodes and run experiments. OMF
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has a special emphasis on the repeatability of the experiments, since repeatability of an

experiment adds much more value to that research. To achieve this goal, all steps of the

experiment setup and execution are defined in an “experiment description” (ED) script

written in a high-level language and given to the OMF as input, so that the same ED

can be used by other researchers to produce similar outputs in similar conditions.

As shown in Figure 4.3, OMF consists three main components; (1) the experiment

controller (EC) which is the user interface component enabling interactions between

the experimenter and the OMF system, (2) the aggregate manager (AM), the manager

component keeping testbed and node information (such as IP and MAC addresses) to

coordinate the setup of the experiment, and (3) the resource controller(s) (RC) is the

component installed on all OMF testbed nodes to receive requests from OMF system in

order to run experiments and send responses.

Once a user issues a command to start the experiment, EC reads the configuration in

ED and queries AM with a HTTP request/reply (OMF version 5.2) to find out available

nodes. AM replies with the IP addresses of nodes and once EC gets this reply, all further

communication between EC and RC is entirely based on XMPP PubSub (discussed briefly

in Section 4.1). Additionally, in order to minimize traffic interference, OMF suggests an

isolated network for control & management, other than the experimental network to run

experiments. In our experiments, we used a wired network for control and the wireless

mesh network (CentMesh) to run our experiments.

OMF Experiment

In this case study, the MSP is the OMF system and the user’s agent is the SILO stack that

receives the MD, analyzes the results as MASP and then makes choices accordingly; for

example changing a node’s wireless transmission power level to achieve the desired quality

of service. In order to realize this, we first studied the latency issues involved. While the

obvious way for SILO to communicate with OMF is to let SILO be the experimenter and

create new experiment each time SILO Tuning Algorithm wants to change some physical

substrate parameter, that will create a new “experiment” per actuation causing as much

as 16 seconds. Such a timescale rules out many cross-layer adaptive experiments and

so we decided to have one long standing experiment description (ED) controlled by an

“outside” adaptive algorithm that we call the “slave” method, facilitating efficient control

but reducing the repeatability of experiments. Also our methodology was to capture the
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server, whereas the solid blue arrow represents the experiment network.

final substrate actuation command at the point of actuation, so we short-circuited the

OMF return path and also did not use OMF for measurement.

As a validation of our proposed “slave” method, we carried out a real experiment

of the topology shown in Figure 4.4, where two push-carts have desktops as testbed

nodes with batteries and attached wireless antennas. The carts also have an Ethernet

interface to create the OMF “control network” and each testbed node runs Fedora 9 with

OMF RC installed on them. Additionally, one pushcart has SILO prototype installed on

Fedora 9 and one laptop running OMF version 5.2 AM and EC on Ubuntu 10.04 to

set up the experiment. The experiment involves one node to continously send an Iperf

UDP stream to the other over the wireless medium for varying distances. Moreover,

the sender and receiver testbed nodes periodically send wireless transmission power and

received throughput respectively as MD to the SILO stack through TCP sockets. Our
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Figure 4.4: OMF as a Service Provider. All rounded rectangles represent computers
connected together through a regular switch to form the wired OMF Control Network,
where orange rectangles denote the core components of this experiment. In addition, the
red dashed arrows represent this control interactions, whereas the green solid thin arrows
denote the measurement data transfer. Also, the blue thick dotted arrow symbolizes the
experiment’s data transfer over the wireless channel.

SILO Tuning Algorithm then analyzes this MD and then “adjusts” transmission power

accordingly. This is similar to the scenario in Section 4.1 because the OMF testbed
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nodes are acting as MSPs, and the software agent (SILO stack and Tuning Algorithm)

has the MASP role. Furthermore, the SILO Tuning Algorithm acts on behalf of the

customer, because it “chooses” to adjust the sender node’s transmission power during

various conditions, such as the varying distance between the sender and the receiver.

Our goal is not to come up with a “great” tuning algorithm but to demonstrate this

capability with a simple tuning algorithm that tries to keep the received throughput

between 12Mbps and 18Mbps. That is, if the throughput is higher than 18Mbps, the

algorithm decreases the transmission power for power saving, whereas if the throughput is

lower than 12Mbps, it increases the transmission power. Our wireless cards with Atheros

chipsets support open source Madwifi [104], and provide 1 to 17 dbM transmission power.

The maximum throughput observed with these cards is 29Mbps.

Table 4.1: Outdoor Experiment Results Table

Distance(feet) Power Ratio(dBm)

60’ 17 (still 7Mbps)

50’ 17

40’ 12

30’ 8

20’ 4

10’ 1

5’ 1 (25Mbps)

The results in Table 4.1 show a high correlation between the distance and the trans-

mission power. While the distance up to 10’ show almost the same for any power level, the

effects of distance is clear around 60’ that SILO tries to use maximum power to get the

highest possible throughput. We emphasize that the data or the tuning algorithm itself

are not very important but the experiment presents yet another case study showing that

the Choicenet architecture fits into both as a verification service and also as a actuation

(vote with your wallet) case.
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4.3 Decoupling Measurement and Analysis

In this case study, we realized a prototype in NS-3 for our verification architecture, to

first show a simple and then complicated experiment, where the entities are decoupled

and are collaborating through the ChoiceNet interfaces. The purpose is not to design

an optimal system in any sense, but to show that even a simple and straightforward

mechanism can provide meaningful feedback to the user, simply by allowing the user

to form a partnership with the measurement service provider, and access information

within the network cloud. In the simulation, we use “Client” to represent a chooser who

also incorporates its own MASP, and “Server” to indicate the end service provider (SP

in Section 3.2). We first introduce our novel yet simple mechanism, called the “marker

mechanism” with a discussion on its benefits, followed by the experiment topology and

the comparison of its results with existing measurement tools. Next, we give a more

complicated simulation that apportions the overall jitter contribution of each provider in

a video streaming case, in order to show how the power of separation of roles achieves a

harder verification task.

Simple Throughput Measurement

As the name implies, the “marker” mechanism is based on marking some of the chooser’s

packets, while the chooser is sending a stream of data traffic to the destination. Note that

this is a case where the chooser runs a plug-in agent of the measurement service provider,

as mentioned Section in 3.2. The pseudocode of the mechanism is shown in Algorithm 1,

where each marked packet has a sequence number to distinguish that marker packet and

in our simulations, the sequence number is stored at the application payload of UDP

packets. When a measurement point (including chooser and SP) captures the initial

marker packet (say sequence number 1), it records the timestamp as t1 and start adding

packet lengths of packets belong to that flow, received after this initial marker packet.

When the chooser sends the next marker packet at time tc, each MP (including chooser

and SP) records the timestamp of this new packet as t2, calculates the number of bytes

recorded, called B between t1 and t2, and then sends an MD to MASP with five tuples;

the sequence number, t1, t2, B and MP ID. MASP (the analyzer) can then calculate the

throughput as (B/(t1−t2)) and OWD (one way delay) as (t2−tc) for each MP. However,

it is up to MASP to do any additional calculation to perform better analysis.
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Algorithm 1 MARKER(flow f)

while (p = recvFromFlow(f)) do
if p.isMarker() then
if p.isFirstMarker() then
f[cTime] ← GetTimeNow()
f[lastSeqNum] ← 0
f[rxBytes] ← 0

else if f[lastSeqNum] < p.seqNum() then
f[pTime] ← f[cTime]
f[cTime] ← GetTimeNow()
f[rxBytes] ← f[rxBytes] + p.packetSize()
send(mp id, p.seqNum(), f[rxBytes], f[cTime], f[pTime])
f[rxBytes] ← 0
f[lastSeqNum] ← p.seqNum()

else
f[rxBytes] ← f[rxBytes] + p.packetSize()

end if
else
f[rxBytes] ← f[rxBytes] + p.packetSize()

end if
end while
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Discussion about the marker mechanism: Under ideal conditions, i.e., perfect time

synchronization, no packet loss, no queuing delay and no out-of-order packets, the marker

mechanism should give 100% accurate throughput because it will calculate the same exact

number of bytes at each MP between t2 and t1. Also, perfect synchronization naturally

gives the perfect one-way-delay at each MP. We observed this expected phenomenon in

our simulations. We also note that losing a regular (non-marker) data packet does not

affect the accuracy of the mechanism, because MPs are still able to correctly count the

number of bytes received between marker packets, and in a typical 1% packet loss sce-

nario, losing a marker packet is relatively rare. Thus, the effect of low packet loss rate on

the overall system is also low. However, marker packets can get lost and in such cases, an

MP will keep counting the number of bytes until the next marker packet arrives. When

it receives the next marker packet, the MP will then send MD as shown in Algorithm

1. Now the analysis (MASP) provider can interpret the loss of a marker packet by the

sequence number and can average the throughput accordingly. The same holds also for

multiple marker packet losses. Similarly, out-of-order regular data packets do not affect

the accuracy of measurement and in some cases, where the marker packets themselves

arrive out-of-order, MP simply discards the smaller one by keeping a counter of the max-

imum sequence number received as shown in Algorithm 1. Variation in queueing delay

affects the throughput because it causes some packets to arrive later than normal (reduc-

ing throughput) and others to arrive quicker and causing peaks in throughput. However,

its effect is relatively low especially in low granularity high throughput measurements.

Combined with one way delay measurement, MD of marker mechanism can reveal which

provider is causing the queueing delay as we discuss in the simple experiment.

Flexibility: The marker packet mechanism is chosen by the chooser, but plug-in is

installed by the SP. We have already shown this possibility in Section 3.2. One of the

benefits of such a mechanism is its flexibility, i.e., marker packets can be sent at any

time the chooser prefers, and therefore it can be increased or decreased depending on

the throughput or granularity level. Note that, it does not have to have a specific time

or packet size, and marker packet information (such as the sequence number) can be

inserted inside a data packet as well. In the following paragraph, we describe how such a

mechanism can be realized in practice.
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Marker Packet Identification: The “marker mechanism” require identifying each

marked packet uniquely. Even though a unidirectional flow is identified by the five tuple

(IP src/dst, transport src/dst port and protocol), it is harder to uniquely distinguish a

flow’s packets. In theory, the IP Identification field [186] can be employed however, in

practice, it is not a reliable way as discussed in Section 2.2.1. One way is to add a sequence

number to application field at UDP packets, which is incremented at every marker packet.

For TCP, sequence numbers can provide partial uniqueness; while retransmissions and

duplicate packets are possible, MPs can store the maximum sequence number of a marker

packet encountered, and can then accept a marker packet only with a larger sequence

number. This avoids retransmission and duplication related problems at MP and can

provide some degree of uniqueness, without changing socket implementations. In such a

case, the marker packets can be identified by taking the modulo of the TCP sequence

number, where modulo number is exchanged in the measurement setup. We now describe

the simulation setup and then show its results.

Simulation Setup: Figure 4.5 shows our topology in NS-3 simulator [125], where the

SP (the end service provider as discussed in Section 3.2) sends variable-sized UDP packets

with varying intervals to the chooser through NSP1, MP1, NSP2, MP2 and NSP3 nodes.

A close approximation can be done by eliminating that MP (plug-in), assuming that the

SP sends out frames regularly, and any jitter observed by the first MP is the fault of

the first NSP. MP1 and MP2 are never bottleneck links and they are the measurement

points capturing all of the packets on the way, running the measurement mechanism and

sending MDs to MSP1. MSP1 then sends the MD to the chooser. MASP is also located

at the chooser and receives MD from the chooser, MSP1 and SP. BG1 and BG2 send

TCP and UDP background traffic to BG3 and BG4 through SP1, and BG4 also sends

traffic to the chooser through NSP2 and NSP3. In this scenario, we ensure that MP1,

MP2 add no additional delay and their outgoing links never get congested.

Simulation Results: We now show the result for throughput and one way delay in

Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 respectively. Our network has 1% packet loss for the path

and 10ms queueing delay per packet on the average. It is important to emphasize here

that the SP’s sending throughput rate is varying (not constant bit rate) with time and

that is why, this throughput rate is also an important input parameter for throughput

verification (unlike all existing measurement tools discussed in Section 2.2.4) which the
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Figure 4.5: NS-3 Topology. In the figure, the dashed blue boxes indicate the MSP com-
ponents, whereas the solid pink boxes indicate the NSPs (network service providers) with
their bottleneck links by the unidirectional bandwidth and delay values. Note that, all
other links have much higher bandwidth and much lower delay. In addition, the oval yel-
low nodes represent the background traffic nodes, whereas the oval blue nodes represent
the SP and the customer. The dashed green, orange and purple arrows show the back-
ground traffic, whereas the solid thick arrow shows the SP flow. Finally, the red dashed
arrows represent the MD traffic.

makes the problem more challenging. As shown in Figure 4.6, even a mechanism as simple

as the marker mechanism achieves a high accuracy. We also note the two interesting

observations; i) in Figure 4.6 at t = 4.7, the throughput measured at MP1 is significantly

lower than usual and also at the next marker packet t = 6, the MP1 throughput is even

higher than the SP’s sending rate. This is due to the number of temporarily queued

packets at NSP1 before t = 4.7, so all those waiting packets which are later sent by

NSP1 are counted as part of the next measurement, therefore we can understand that

queueing took place within that time interval. ii) in Figure 4.7 (not belonging to the same
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measurement) we can observe a peak in MP2 delay t=4, due to queueing delay of NSP2.

However there is no change at MP1 measurements, therefore NSP1 is not to blame in that

time interval, whereas at t=20, we have introduced an additional background traffic to

NSP1 from BG1 and BG2, and that is why, the SP flow is affected significantly, whereas

the contribution of NSP2 is low, therefore NSP1 is to blame within that time interval.

We can also observe that NSP3 has not introduced any signicant performance problem

during this simulation.
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Figure 4.6: Throughput Results vs. Time for each entity, where each cluster represents
a marker packet based measurement at each entity, and the time axis denotes the time
SP sent this marker packet.
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Figure 4.7: One-way-delay vs. Time Results for each entity (except client), where each
data point represents a marker packet based measurement at each entity, and the time
axis denotes the time SP sent this marker packet.

Overhead and Delay Benefits

As stated in Section 3.2, MD transmission should introduce low overhead on the network.

It might appear MD being collected all over the network and being sent back to an

analysis provider (MASP), which further sends the analyzed report back to the chooser,

may impose severely increased overhead and delay. We provide the arguments to show

that this is not necessarily true, and in fact the overhead may be far lower with the
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proposed architecture. Assume a scenario where each network service provider (NSP)

has 3 hops. Then a path consisting of M=5 NSPs makes N=15 hops. Let the SP send

data at 2Mbps. The pathchar [42] approach uses 64 packet probes for each of 45 different

packet sizes (from 120 to 1528 bytes) in order to get a slope of available bandwidth. This

makes 2880 packets and 2MB to send and ICMP error replies can add roughly 0.2MB

load on the work. Also, the time it takes to send 2MB at 2Mbps is at least 8 seconds.

However, in some cases, the accuracy we gain is less than 50%. An earlier comparison [95]

shows that among three other measurement tools, the minimum number of packets sent

is around 1000 and results still deviates more than 50% in some cases. Other end-to-end

methods such as Pathload [81] claim 10-20% accuracy with again considerable network

consumption. Further discussion is provided in Section 2.2.4. In the verification ecosystem

approach above, there are M+ 1=6 MD producers (including the chooser and SP3). At

2Mbps sending rate for a SP flow, a marker rate 1 in 100 with 512 bytes packets makes

5 marker packets on average. The marker information can be added to a regular data

packet but conservatively speaking, independent marker packets (with 200 bytes data)

add ∼10Kbps extra network load. Also each role sends an MD upon receiving a marker

packet so 5 marker packets at 6 MD producers make only 30 MD packets, compared to

1000s of packets in previous approaches. A conservative calculation makes 60Kbps total

extra network load and it is possible to dynamically adjust the sending rate of marker

packets.

In addition, one-way delay measurement is challenging due to the time synchro-

nization issues and existing measurement systems such as Surveyor (discussed in Sec-

tion 2.2.2) measure the one-way delay between the measurement nodes only, whereas

our approach measures the delay of the actual customer flow packets, which provides a

more relevant result to the customer’s quality of experience. Furthermore, none of the

existing measurement approaches (discussed in Chapter 2) reliably and specifically re-

late the measured performance to the issue of which provider is to blame when a sender

has an unsatisfying experience. For example, if the sender makes a contract for a 2Mbps

throughput, but instead sends at rates varying from 1Mbps to 1.5Mbps, then the observed

throughput needs to be compared with the sending rate.

Overall, creating a verification ecosystem with measurement service providers can

provide more robust and informative feedback to users about individual provider per-

formances, at lower overhead and delay. In the following subsection, we describe a more
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complicated simulation to illustrate a harder verification task.

Jitter Apportionment for Video Streaming Experience Quantification

In this second part of this case study, we show a significantly sophisticated simulation

by using the same exact MSP as the previous experiment, but a more complex analysis

service (MASP) in a video streaming scenario. Such a new MASP service can be nothing

but potentially an innovative new player entering the market, and all it needs to do is

to have an algorithm that collects MD from MSPs and provides results to the chooser.

Video streaming is commonly used today but the video experience of a user can vary

greatly. While the user watching the video can easily tell the quality of experience, there

is no easy way to 1) quantify the lack of satisfactory experience and more importantly 2)

apportion the blame for unsatisfactory experience among multiple bandwidth providers.

We take jitter as a commonly accepted metric for video experience and focus on the

second challenge. Using the MPEG-4 video traces available from past studies [181, 55],

we have extended an existing publicly available NS-3 video streaming sender and receiver

code [180] to show the effects of each provider on the end-user experience quantitatively,

i.e., by counting the number of video player “freezes” due to buffer underflow during

video play-out, and additionally the number of “glitches” which denote the frames or

parts of the frames lost due to congestion. Our sender SP node is based on NS-3’s built

in ns3::UdpTraceClientHelper Class which sends the video frames at indicated times in

the video trace file, but we have extended its capability in order to send larger video traces

by fragmenting the video frames at the application layer and reassembling them at the

application running on the receiver (chooser) side. By doing this, we easily send ∼2Mbps

throughput on the average, instead of the earlier ∼200Kbps unfragmented video frames.

We believe this modification gives a more realistic scenario because today, online video

streaming providers such as NetFlix offer streaming rates ∼5Mbps [124]. In addition, the

artificial video player at the receiver, requires at least 25 frames in its buffer to play the

“video”. If there are not 25 frames in the buffer, then the video player “freezes”, waits

for the buffer to fill up and retries to “play” at the next second. Additionally, if a frame

is lost or a part of the frame is lost, the frame is discarded and is not retransmitted. Note

that in this experiment, there is no packet loss due to physical medium characteristics,

i.e. all losses are due to queue buffer overflow.

The experiment topology is the same as in Figure 4.5 and we are also using the
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Figure 4.8: OWD, Jitter and User Experience Quantification, where each owd data point
represents a marker packet based measurement at each entity, and the time axis denotes
the time SP sent this marker packet. Also the vertical lines denote the times a freeze or
glitch happen with their respective icons.

marker mechanism in this experiment. However, the traffic pattern is different. Figure 4.8

shows the one-way-delays measured for each marker packet at MP1 (measurement point

1), MP2 and the Chooser respectively. The figure also shows the jitter (packet delay

variation) experienced at the chooser by taking the OWD difference between a marker

packet with sequence number i and a previously received marker packet with sequence

number i − 1, as described in [40]. While these are important metrics, our goal in this

experiment is to quantify the user’s experience, which in this case is the number of

freezes and the glitches that reduce the video quality experience with respect to time,

and more importantly apportion the blame among multiple providers. Until t = 5, the

load on the network is low, so the packets go through smoothly and the video player

at receiver buffers the incoming frames. However, after t = 5, we add more traffic load

entering to NSP1, so NSP1 experiences significant queueing delays increasing the jitter,

and we observe glitches as “X” marks on X axis, with their respective vertical lines in

Figure 4.8. Having several glitches, the buffer finally experiences an underflow and video
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player “freezes” at t = 8 and t = 10. At t = 12, we remove that additional traffic, so

the load is again low till t = 17. At t = 17, the incoming traffic to NSP2 increases and

this additional traffic goes to the chooser through NSP3. Note, however, that MP2 does

not indicate a variation in delay, whereas the chooser experiences huge delays and jitters,

causing again glitches followed by a freeze. This means, NSP2 easily handles the extra

load, whereas NSP3’s bottleneck link is causing the congestion and is to blame in such a

scenario. After t = 26, this additional traffic is also removed and the user experience goes

back to normal. Furthermore, Figure 4.9 shows the delays added by each NSP during the

same experiment. It clearly shows NSP2 adds almost no delay under any circumstances,

while NSP1 is to blame for the considerable delay between t = 5 and t = 12 and for also

some variation in delay till t = 24. However, we can easily observe that NSP1 is not to

blame for the problems encountered between t = 17 and t = 26, so NSP3 is to blame for

the delay between that time interval.
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Figure 4.9: Additional delay per provider, where each owd data point represents a marker
packet based measurement at each entity, and the time axis denotes the time SP sent this
marker packet. Note that this figure shows the differences between providers, for example
“MP2-MP1” represent the owd difference between MP2 and MP1 for each marker packet
received.

While this case study clearly shows the power of such an architecture to observe the

network conditions relevant to the customer’s experience even with simple mechanisms,

the customer might not be necessarily interested in observing and interpreting all the

figures and numbers, and instead might just prefer a very short and simple explanation
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of each NSP’s performance. MASP is the entity responsible for this task and we now

provide two simple such explanations using the same MD used in Figure 4.8 and 4.9.

We first denote the “contributing delay” and “contributing jitter” in Equation 4.1

and 4.2 respectively, where dk
i is the one-way-delay (owd) measured at node k for a

marker packet with sequence number i and the contributing delay cdk
i refers to the owd

that is measured for node k, on top of the measured owd value at the previous node

k− 1, for a marker packet with sequence number i. The “contributing jitter” cjki is then

the difference between the last two cd values, that we use for “jitter apportionment”

calculation. We also note that the first node is the sender which we assume introduces

no delay difference and that is why it is always 0, i.e., cd1
i = d1

i .

cdk
i = dk

i − dk−1
i (4.1)

cjki = cdk
i − cdk

i−1 (4.2)

The first and simplest approach is to take the mean of the contributing jitter for the

marker packets received at each provider, denoted by mcjk at node k in Equation 4.3.

Note that, because jitter is the difference between two packets, we do not count the first

packet and so we have n−1 values. Also we take the absolute value of cjki so that positive

and negative jitter values do not cancel each other. We refer to this approach as “M1”

and show its results with contribution percentages in Table 4.2.

mcjk =

∑n

i=2(
∣∣cjki ∣∣)

n− 1
(4.3)

Another approach is to consider that the standard deviation [164] of the jitter val-

ues, because the spikes introduce more problem to the user experience. The standard

jitter contribution measured for node k, scjk is defined in Equation 4.4. We refer to this

approach as “M2” and show its results with contribution percentagess in Table 4.2.

scjk =

√∑n

i=2(cj
k
i −mcjk)2

n− 1
(4.4)

A third approach is to simply consider the maximum jitter experienced for each

provider within this experiment, i.e., max(cjk) for each k, referred as “M3” in Table 4.2.

We have only shown three basic approaches and there may obviously be several more
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Table 4.2: Jitter Apportionment with three methods and their percentages

Provider M1 M1 Percentage M2 M2 Percentage M3 M3 Percentage
NSP 1 16.84 44.6% 32.75 32.8% 92.4 25.3%
NSP 2 0.08 0.2% 0.27 0.3% 0.6 0.2%
NSP 3 20.82 55.2% 66.97 66.9% 272.3 74.5%

ways to provide results to the customer within the same MD, which can potentially

encourage innovative new players to enter the market.

4.4 The GENI Prototype

In this section, we demonstrate the real world results of our verification service using

GENI experimental facility (discussed in Appendix B.1) based upon our preliminary

work [8] where we have tested a basic prototype in NS-3 simulation. We first give the

experiment setup details followed by the numerical results and the evaluation of these

results. In the next section, we also give the implementation details of a minimum yet

complete ChoiceNet prototype with Verification service.

As we have discussed the verification service architecture in Chapter 3, Figure 4.10

shows the verification service as a set of interfaces between two roles; a “measurement

provider” and an “analysis provider”. Therefore we are separating the raw measurement

data from the verification results, which is much more relevant to the customer. The

main motivation behind designing the verification service as a set of components and

their interactions is to provide flexibility. However, the design itself does not specify

“what measurements to make” and “how to make measurements” since the architectural

roles and interactions must be agnostic to the measurement metric and the mechanisms

used. However, in practice, we would like to demonstrate that by using only one simple

mechanism, the system can easily provide measurement data for a set of well-recognized

metrics such as one-way delay, jitter, throughput, packet loss for each point a measure-

ment is made. In order to achieve that, in our early work discussed in Section 4.3, we

proposed a simple yet novel algorithm called the marker method that “marks” packets

every so often, and each node, upon receiving the marker packet, finds the desired results

by the data gathered in between markers. This can be the number of packets, bytes, the

time passed or a combination of them all.
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Figure 4.10: Verification Architecture

4.4.1 GENI Experiment Setup

GENI ORCA control framework [132] (discussed in Appendix B.1) allows stitching several

network and computer resources to provide a “slice” to the experimenter. We used Flukes

GUI [57] in order to create the slice and manage its resources across two domains; BBN

at Massachusetts and FIU at Florida as shown in Figure 4.11;

We have made a test case that sends a UDP stream of packets of constant size from

a video server to the customer that is going over three nodes (running Ubuntu 12.04) in

blue dashed arrow, each representing a service provider (NSP1, NSP2, NSP3) connected

by links (LINK1, LINK2, LINK3, LINK4) of 10 Mbps and each such service provider is

attached to a background node (BG1 and BG2) that sends or receives traffic in dotted

green arrow, via LINK BG1 and LINK BG 2. Each measurement node is implemented

as a process running at service provider nodes and each taps into the corresponding

incoming interface of the service provider node, using libpcap [176] library. We envision

such measurement nodes can be located at Internet Exchange Points and can be realized

by optical splitters, port mirrors, tap devices or packet analyzers. We also assume the
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Figure 4.11: GENI Experiment Topology

path information is already provided to the measurement service (for example by a path

service). We also assume all nodes are synchronized, which is hard to achieve in real life,

so the results include a relatively small error.

We have used the background nodes to generate some amount of traffic on an on/off

basis in order to show the effects of disruptions and allowing the measurement nodes to

give us the corresponding observations for each network service provider. We have used

Iperf [58] tool to generate UDP traffic. In the following section, we give the results of

this experiment. Note that the experiment setup can also work for TCP traffic and with

multiple flows on the same network.

4.4.2 Numerical Results

We give the results for throughput, one-way delay, jitter and packet receipt in Fig-

ure 4.12, 4.13, 4.15, 4.16 respectively. In this experiment, we have modified the video

server’s sending rate (the amount of packets sent in a second and the packet size) at

various times. However, we only begin with the throughput observed at NSP1 since its

results are exactly same as the server. In Figure 4.12, we observed the throughput be-
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haviour is changing after NSP2 and NSP3 via high and low peaks. This is due to the

fact after a relief from the congestion, some queued packets at the previous provider is

sent and causes high throughput for that instant. In addition, the X axis is denoted by

“marker index” as an indicator of time close to 0.5s, because in our experiment each

measurement is actually performed between marker packets. Through experiments, we

also note the round trip delay between NSP1 and NSP2 (between Boston and Miami) is

around 40ms.

Figure 4.12: Throughput

Figure 4.13 shows the one-way delay (the time difference between a packet received a

measurement node and a packet sent from the video server). The “infinity lines” in this
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figure and in Figure 4.14 denote the loss of marker packets to simplify interpretation.

Considering the loss of consecutive marker packets is highly unlikely, we can observe a

high loss rate at various times, although MP1 (purple line close to X axis) is stable.

The losses are mainly due to traffic injection, however, the link connecting Boston and

Miami does also have a considerable loss rate by itself (more than %10 after 2 Mbps) for

especially high frequency large size UDP packets. Overall, the figure is helpful in seeing

the “cumulative” effect of one-way delays, that is each measurement node adds delay and

affects the observed delay at the next provider. This allows us to detect that a high delay

observed at the destination does not necessarily mean the fault of the last provider and

so NSP1 which adds up the considerable delay is the faulty one.

Figure 4.13: One way delay
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Since Figure 4.13 show the cumulative effect of the one-way delay across providers we

have also investigated the “contribution” of each provider to the one-way delay by plotting

how much each provider adds up to the overall one-way delay shown in Figure 4.14. This

figure gives a clear proof that NSP1 is the source of additional delay many times because

the link between the “video server” and NSP1 is excellent.

Figure 4.14: One way delay difference

As shown in Figure 4.15, the measurement service can find out the jitter (the time

difference between the two last received marker packets) providing insight about the

quality of service problems. In other words, a video conference or VoIP communication

can be significantly affected by the jitter. Again, the spikes we have observed are mainly

signs of the congestion or the relief after congestion. Also, the users are more interested

in the high-level results so a number as a percentage indicating the analysis are provided
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in Table 4.3 for jitter and one-way-delay by taking the mean of the related metric.

Figure 4.15: Jitter

Figure 4.16 demonstrates the number of packets received at each measurement node,

between the current marker packet versus the previous marker packet. The ideal is 100

but again queueing and packet losses contribute to variations at nodes.

In order to get a real feel of the system, we also show screenshots of our implementation

(described in Section 4.5) that we demonstrated the video captures in FIA Workshop [50].

Figure 4.17 shows the deployment in GENI. Also Figure 4.18 shows the initiation of the

verification system by selecting the service from a text based web browser Lynx [103].

Finally, Figure 4.19 shows the measurements taken while a video is being streamed on the

local network with virtual machines, since GENI virtual machines do not have graphics
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Figure 4.16: Packets received between two marker packet interval

drivers installed by default.

In this section, we have shown the results of a verification service which provides

feedback to the users about the performance of their services. Because such a verification

service requires a complex set of interactions, we gave an overview of these roles and how

they interact with each other.

The verification service needs to be tested on a real system, it also requires existence

at various point of the network so we have utilized the GENI meso-scale testbed for this

purpose. We have setup the experiment by allocating resources from GENI ORCA control

framework and used our measurement mechanism deployed at the intermediate nodes to

get the relevant user flow information. We have shown that even a simple mechanism

located at the network can provide the building blocks enough to come up with several
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Table 4.3: Jitter and One Way Delay Difference Apportionment by values and percent-
ages of providers

MP Jitter Sum Value Jitter % OWD Diff Sum OWD Diff % Marker Loss Loss %
MP1 9936 1.7% 13.3 0.05% 40 9.4%
MP2 159100 28.2% 315002 43.3% 251 59.4%
MP3 192187 34.0% 231783 31.8% 80 18.95%
CUST 203202 36.0% 176675 24.3% 51 12%

Figure 4.17: Screenshot for measurement points from GENI deployment

metrics at each measurement point, which can easily detect each provider’s contribution

to performance problems.

We envision such building blocks of measurement data can be better utilized via
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Figure 4.18: Screenshot of service initiation from GENI deployment

complex analytical analysis. Also the availability of GENI to provide “on-demand” slices

consisting of geographically distributed nodes allow us to perform our tests for various

cases at a real system, improves repeatability of the experiment on a real distributed

network and provide more value to the research.
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Figure 4.19: Screenshot of video stream measurement at local network

4.5 The GENI Prototype Design

As of the writing of this thesis, a comprehensive ChoiceNet project prototype is still an

ongoing effort, however, we have made contribution to the design and implementation

of a minimum yet complete ChoiceNet prototype with verification service and in this

section, we provide details of it by first giving a high level view of the each individual

task to be completed, followed by a discussion on the implementation details of each role.

4.5.1 High Level Task Plan

1. Specification of the communication protocol and exchanged information:

� The transport (or message exchange) protocol for use plane and economy plane

� The format, content and semantics of the information exchanged.

� An example service definition
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� The additional information (payment, security, id) to be kept at NULL (empty)

and yet supported by the protocol.

* The transport protocol is based on SOAP messages for the economy plane and a

(flexible) specification at service definition for use plane.

2. ChoiceNet Basic API:

The definition and implementation for a common set of APIs in ChoiceNet that will

make a call to a “well-known” marketplace to “query” / “insert” / “update” service

in the marketplace, as well as to provider such as “request” service from provider,

“reply” a service, get status of a service etc. These APIs will use the communication

protocol defined above to exchange information. This does not exclude the payment

or identity or security related issues but they can be parameters or APIs as NULL.

3. Marketplace Related functionality:

� A simple server as marketplace that gets the communication requests through

standard APIs and modifies the database accordingly. This data includes the

service definitions, provider information and the providers service information.

� Querying the marketplace for a service, means searching the services offered

by providers, which can be a simple text search to an advanced, intelligent

search. We believe a basic search is fine for the minimal prototype.

4. Provisioning part of Path Service as a service example:

Since a provider must “use” a resource to provide a “service”, we would like to show

how a provider can dynamically provision of path resources (links and network de-

vice flow priority) to make sure the service guarantees are met. The interactions

for this will be between a provider and its network devices, thus we do not need a

ChoiceNet standard, but it is good to provide a well-known standard than creating

our own.

* Software Defined Networking is a good candidate to enable path provisioning,

but we should also think about customer-related requirements such as tokens in-

side packets.

5. High Level Role Implementation:
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� This section utilizes the ChoiceNet API to achieve the customer or provider

functionality. For a customer, an application process is needed to use ChoiceNet

API to query the services and then request a service from a provider. For a

provider, a provider process waits for customer requests and understands the

request and provisions it according. Again we can put NULL for identity,

security and payment.

� A “monitor” tool is necessary for debugging, that lets us manually execute a

ChoiceNet API with the parameters or see what the status of the customer or

provider is.

6. Complex Service Definition and Planning Service:

� Creating service definitions for popular use-cases, and showing how these ser-

vices can be bundled to come up with a plan (or recipe).

� This also includes the service definition of the planning service itself.

� There also should be a corresponding planner related program at customer

that “understands” this recipe.

7. Verification Service Example:

The verification service itself consists of two components; a measurement provider

and an analysis provider. The measurement provider needs to get measurement

data from end nodes and intermediate nodes. The tasks in this context are;

� Design/implement a measurement mechanism (such as the marker method)

to extract measurement from all nodes by various ways (either a software tap

such as libpcap at the same node or via port mirroring). This process should

also be able to get parameters (locally or remotely at the customer/provider)

and apply it dynamically.

� Design a “measurement data format” to wrap the raw measurement, and send

it to measurement analyzer. This should be a standard and composable format

(or measurement specification) and part of the service definition

� The analyzer will then compare the requirements with the measured data and

will give result(s) to the customer. The result format must be designed. This

should also be part of the service definition.
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� Also a basic tool that shows us the end results in real-time or off-line. A basic

graphical interface to show figure would be nice.

8. Real Life Applications demanding QoS:

The popular tools at end points to demonstrate the practical benefits of ChoiceNet,

especially for real time user experience. For example;

� Video streaming application to get the user experience in a quantified way

(pauses, pixel losses etc)

� Video Conferencing implementation; or an implementation that imitates video

conferencing and gets quantifiable user experience results.

*In order to get the statistic data, these tools may need to be modified, for example

VLC.

9. Computing and Networking Resources to Realize ChoiceNet:

� GENI-ORCA is a good candidate to realize ChoiceNet via virtual machines

connected together through tunnels.

� At a later stage, real Openflow switches can be used that are controlled by

ChoiceNet for path service, and NetFPGA like boxes to implement measure-

ment capability at high loads.

4.5.2 Implementation Details for Roles

We now specify the implementation details for each role, which includes the subcompo-

nents and interactions.

The Chooser

Figure 4.20 shows a general view of the implementation at customer side. ChoiceNet

functions at the customer are called either directly by user application or by a ChoiceNet

control application. This in turn (similar to DNS) triggers a set of queries to market-

place and returns results. Then the application “purchase” the service and wakes up the

verification agent, which in turn taps into incoming/outgoing interfaces and sends mea-

surements to an measurement analysis server (MASP). In practice, it can be implemented

as shown in Figure 4.21.
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Figure 4.20: Customer Role General View

The Marketplace

As shown in Figure 4.22, in our design, the marketplace is (and is supposed to be) very

simple, it is just a database lookup and update, anything else can be represented as a

separate service.

Path Provider

As shown in Figure 4.23, a Path Provider entity keeps user information, whereas a master

process is responsible for communication with each network device and keeps track of

network resource allocation.

In practice, we can enable this functionality with a single “path provider process box”
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Figure 4.21: The Customer Role in practice

with a single database and keep communicating with Linux boxes (for instance in GENI)

with a TCP connection, where Linux boxes behave as a slave (taking commands such as

“enable routing for this IP address” via IP Tables) as shown in Figure 4.24.

Measurement Service Provider

Similar to the path provider, MSP keeps track of Linux boxes that does the measurement

via libpcap to filter relevant packets, but also at each box, packets are processed through

some algorithm (for example, the marker method, discussed in Section 4.3). The results

are returned to a “handler”, which is typically a measurement analysis provider as shown

in Figure 4.25.
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Figure 4.22: The Marketplace Role in practice

Measurement Analysis Service Provider

The Measurement Analysis Service Provider (MASP) gets the measurement data, typ-

ically stores it temporarily and then processes it to return the verification results. All

measurement data is sent to this component to get the verification result as shown in

Figure 4.26.

Measurement Composition Service Provider

The Measurement Composition Service Provider receives a request from a customer and

based on that, it queries the marketplace and possibly the actual providers, to come up

with a recipe.

End Service Provider

The End Service Provider (SP) is similar to the customer, but its verification functionality

is triggered by the customer, and the verification results are not returned to it, as shown

in Figure 4.28.
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Figure 4.23: Path Provider Role in High Level View
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Figure 4.24: Path Provider Role in Practice
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Figure 4.25: Measurement Service Provider Role in Practice
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Figure 4.26: Measurement Analysis Service Provider Role in Practice
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Figure 4.27: Measurement Composition Service Provider Role in Practice
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Figure 4.28: End Service Provider Role in Practice
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Chapter 5

Study of Informed Choice Effect

Having explained the architectural design in detail in Chapter 3 as well as the performance

of this design in Chapter 4, in this chapter, we investigate the question of whether a

system that offers multiple choices to user can actually result in a “better” system,

where “better” means more profit at the provider and “better” quality of service at the

user. Our study is based on a practical and useful domain, which is the consideration of

energy-efficiency on establishing on-demand optical paths which at the same time tries to

maximize the user experience for the users who prefer high quality of service. This case

study is especially practical and useful because the problem of providing an agile, energy-

aware, flexible optical network architecture is one of the challenges in optical networking

in the coming decade and a key element in this challenge is the balancing of the benefits to

customer and provider, and creating an agile system capable of reflecting both provider

and customer interests on an ongoing basis as network conditions change. Our basic

premise is that a marketplace (discussed in Chapter 3) that allows providers to advertise

services on a dynamic basis, with accompanying prices that reflect the relative resource

scarcity in the network at the time, provides a rendezvous of customer and provider

interests, allowing collaborative optimization of network resource usage. With these pre-

announced information, customers are able to make informed choices, thus participating

in optimizing the use of available network resources for win-win benefits for providers

and customers. We show how such marketplace choices naturally arise for energy-aware

optical networks, and investigate the ensuing customer-provider interactions. Our results

demonstrate the potential for win-win in this approach.

We first give the background about the energy efficiency in optical networks along
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with the formulation to represent the parameters used in energy efficiency, following an

earlier work of our research group [71]. We then introduce our choice-based approach for

“minimum energy cost”, “minimum delay” and other mixed choices. We finally describe

the simulation and give an evaluation of the results.

5.1 Energy Efficiency in Optical Networks

Optical transport networks have formed the lowest level of the core of the planetary

communication networks, whether voice or data, over the last decades, and can be ex-

pected to do so indefinitely into the future. Access networks and local networks continue

to use electronic equipment suitable for complex computation in the path of data flows,

and connect to the core optical networks using opto-electronic devices. The explosive

growth of mobile networking has focused attention on wireless networks, while at the

same time increasing and underscoring the dependence of planetary communications on

high-bandwidth optical cores.

The optical transport must support an increasingly larger range of bandwidth needs,

over more diverse timescales. As dynamic provisioning algorithms operate on heuristic

principles, over time the succession of traffic demand arrival and departure can create

suboptimalities in network resource utilization; thus the network must re-optimize itself

from time to time. As timescales decrease, this can happen over short intervals such as

hours, and the re-optimization must become an integral part of network operation, rather

than a separate network management function. Finally, to allow a diverse and stable

ecosystem of network operators and service providers, different niches for collaborating

and competing businesses must exist, such that different business entities with different

value proposition, business models, risk tolerance etc. can leverage each others’ offerings

to present a rich set of offerings to the customer.

A key potential contribution of optical networks lies in the fact that optical switching

and transport is far more energy-friendly, bit-for-bit, than electronic forwarding options.

This has given rise to “green grooming” approaches in literature as we discuss below.

However, a significant practical barrier to the adoption of any such approach is the per-

ceived loss in performance, which is considered unacceptable to providers and customers

alike. In theory, every customer professes that the network should be energy-efficient and

eco-friendly: in practice, customers are unwilling to accept degraded service for them-
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selves after having paid for it. In part, the problem arises from the classical model of

transport network service as being characterized by its bandwidth, and possibly other

QoS elements such as delay and jitter bounds, and carrying a price tag. Factors with

variable effects on the cost to the provider, such as distance traversed by the demand

(with ensuing costs in amplifiers or other optical equipment to increase reach), the chan-

nel to be used (again, channels in different bands may require different equipment at line

termination and at intermediate points), and, most importantly in the current context,

the energy and cooling requirement of electronic equipment in the path, are not visible

to the customer in the price.

We advance a choice-based cooperative network optimization approach that can over-

come this problem. Briefly, we draw on the future Internet project ChoiceNet (discussed

in Chapter 3 and papers in [189, 151, 8]) and its concept of a marketplace in which a

network provider can advertise service offerings with stated SLA characteristics. Traffic

grooming techniques can be used proactively by the provider to decide multiple options

for transport services of interest, and use prices in the marketplace to indicate not only

resource scarcity, but associated energy costs. Pre-informing the customers of various

available choices allows customers to take the impact upon the network’s current shape

(as reflected by price) into account when exercising their choice before offering a traffic de-

mand to the network. Thus we speak of demand-grooming or choice-grooming, rather than

simple, after-the-fact, traffic grooming. By involving the customer, indirectly, in resource

allocation decisions, we find that our approach is able to improve network performance

and energy profile, while providing each customer service that is more satisfactory to

them.

It has been recognized that power savings must be attempted at all levels of the

Internet [118] and the Energy Consumption Rating (ECR) Initiative has published a

specification on the energy assessment of network and telecom equipment[5]. The primary

metric proposed is Energy Consumption Rating (ECR) in terms of the energy efficiency

expressed in Watts/Gbps.

Estimates put the power expended by the Internet at nearly 10% of the total con-

sumption in the USA already, poised to double in the next 10 years. The critical part

of this power consumption is seen to be in server farms and routers, not at individual

homes [136]. More seriously, the dissipation of heat is becoming a serious problem at

the network switches and routers. For core networks, it has been established that opti-
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cal processing is cheaper than electronic processing in terms of the power consumption.

The possibility of using optics for packet routing has received significant research atten-

tion [90] [123]. However, in [175], Tucker argues that because the power consumed by

optical buffers implemented by Fiber Delay Lines, the benefit of optical packet switching

in terms of the power consumption is limited. This somewhat discouraging conclusion

comes from the fact that the current optical techniques do not excel at traffic processing at

packet granularity, at least from the power consumption point of view. Nevertheless, this

argument does not prevent us from taking advantage of optical equipment that process

tens of 10/40Gbps wavelengths at a much lower energy cost comparing with routers. To

achieve this goal, a rigorous formulation is needed that captures the energy consumption

characteristics of equipment/functionalities at all involved layers.

The art and science of converging available technologies, electronic and optical, for the

access and core, for network-wide benefit, has been known as traffic grooming in the opti-

cal networking research literature. This area generated a good deal of research in the past,

which largely focused on optimizing the number of wavelengths, or OEO conversions, in

keeping with the techno-commercial need of the time. This has given rise to the narrow

definition of traffic grooming as the act of multiplexing sub-wavelength flows into wave-

length channels. The literature on grooming has been surveyed variously [43, 93, 115, 69],

and aspects of the research topic reviewed comprehensively [44]. The range of literature

on grooming contained in the surveys and tutorials above shows it to be a broad area,

focused on multi-layer approaches to traffic engineering and resource placement/optimiza-

tion, characterized by explicit representations of constraints and opportunities specific

to optical layer technologies. By and large, the “classical” traffic grooming problem tries

to provide a comprehensive solution for routing traffic on the virtual topology, virtual

topology design and routing and wavelength assignment (RWA). In general, the objec-

tive of grooming studies has been to minimize OEO (Opto-Electro-Optic) processing,

which requires costly high speed electronics. In [70], our research group’s previous work

argued that grooming for OEO goals was a special case of traffic and network manage-

ment under subwavelength traffic to optimize network goals, especially under dynamic

traffic scenarios. In recent times, there have been various research studies that propose

approaches for “green grooming” – grooming with the objective of optimizing network

energy expenditure – including some of our own work [72].

In this chapter, we build on such works, but with a goal of making the optimization
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goals more customer-specific. We show that this approach allows each customer, indi-

vidually, to be more satisfied with their service, while allowing the network to strike a

satisfactory balance between satisfying customers and reducing energy costs. First, we

show a network model that captures the main consumers of power. After that, we in-

troduce two different ways to formulate the network node’s power consumption, namely

a flow based formulation and an interface based formulation. We then study present

the results of a choice-based approach for green grooming to address the problem that

increases the quality of service as well as the energy efficiency.

5.1.1 Network Node Model

An optical network can be abstracted as a digraph where each node is a set of network

equipment responsible for handling traffic at different layers and each arc is an optical

fiber. The power consumption of a network consists of the power consumption of network

node and line equipment, mainly amplifiers. However, in practice the power consumption

of amplifiers is usually negligible comparing with that of network equipment (e.g., a JDSU

OA 400 EDFA consumes 4.5w), so in our model we omit the amplifiers’ contribution to

the overall power consumption and focus ourself on the power consumption of network

nodes. Figure 5.1 shows a model for an optical network node whose functionalities can

be classified into three layers, the optical layer, circuit layer and packet layer. Notice that

each functional block may not have a one-to-one correspondence with real equipment. For

example, the fiber switch may be an independent equipment that switches an incoming

fiber at an input port to an outgoing fiber at an output port. Likewise, the ROADM and

OXC are usually two independent equipment. Also notice, we assume the circuit layer

equipment is able to handle SONET frames, however, if Ethernet packets are directly

transmitted over DWDM, it can also be an Ethernet switch. The figure shows three

possibilities how a traffic demand that is not sourced from or destined to this node can

be processed:

1. the traffic demand bypasses this node optically.

2. the traffic demand is electronically processed by a switch at the circuit layer.

3. the traffic demand is electronically processed by a router at the packet layer.
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Figure 5.1: Model for an optical network node, taken from [71]

By distinguishing these three possibilities, we assume the 1st possibility is the most energy

efficient and the 3rd possibility is the least energy efficient. This assumption is reasonable

because it is shown in [14] that regeneration of traffic (OEO processing) consumes a large

portion of the entire power consumption of a network.

5.1.2 Energy Expenditure Models

In this section, we propose a general view of modeling energy consumption of the net-

work, and show how it can be used to reflect different network device characteristics, by

providing two such formulations. The former is a flow based formulation that captures

the potential of dynamic traffic-responsive energy savings by assuming the power con-

sumption of equipment can be ideally described as a linear function of the traffic load.

On the contrary, the latter approach captures the static aspect of energy consumption

more prevalent today, by neglecting the impact of traffic load. As energy considerations

in the network become critical, it can be reasonably expected that successive generations

of network devices will improve their energy consumption characteristics, transitioning

from the latter model to approach the latter, thus our general formulation is conceptually

useful. It is also applicable to intermediate stages in that development.
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General Formulation

We first present a detailed and somewhat idealized analysis of the power consumption

utilizing the ECR metric. We distinguish three functionalities of network equipment:

receiving, processing and transmitting traffic. Once the ECR of these three entities are

known, then the power consumption of t amount of traffic traversing node i can be

described. In order to present the general model, we introduce the following terminology.

We indicate the rate at which energy is expended (i.e., the power expenditure) in a

device or subsystem when it is used at full traffic load, normalized by the traffic load,

by the “energy efficiency” of the device. Thus the energy efficiency of the device is the

Watts/Gbps expended when operating at full load, and is equivalent to the ECR =

E100/Tf as defined in [5]. If the device is ideal, then at any intermediate load, the power

expenditure is proportional to the load with this quantity. However, for practical devices,

the power expenditure will be super-linear, and may have various characteristics as shown

in Fig. 5.2. In particular, the power consumption may be a step function, such that the

full rated power is consumed whenever the device is switched on. We formalize this notion

below.

Figure 5.2: Power consumption characteristics
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Optical bypassing

Pn,t = poi(t, eoi) + pop(t, eop) + poo(t, eoo), (5.1)

where eoi is the energy efficiency of the optical input port, eop is the energy efficiency

of the optical switching fabric, and eoo is the energy efficiency of the optical output

port. The functions poi(·, ·), pop(·, ·), poo(·, ·) are characteristic consumption functions,

that reflect the behavior of power expenditure as a function of traffic load, parameterized

by its behavior at 100% load. Thus an ideal optical input port that consumes power

linearly in the incoming traffic rate would be modeled by poi(x, y) = xy, while one with

a constant drain would be modeled by poi(x, y) = y, the step function.

Above and in the rest of this section, we have used a notational simplification for

the sake of convenience. Each characteristic consumption function and energy efficiency

paramter should be further subscripted by n, to indicate that these are node-specific

parameters; we have eliminated that subscript.

Circuit switching

Pn,t = poi(t, eoi) + pod(t, eod) + psi(t, esi) + psp(t, esp)

+pso(t, eso) + poa(t, eoa) + poo(t, eoo), (5.2)

where eod is the energy efficiency of ‘drop’ port of the optical switch such as ROADM,

esi is the energy efficiency of the input port of the frame switch such as a SONET switch,

esp is the energy efficiency of the SONET switching fabric, eso is the energy efficiency

of the SONET switch’s output port, and eoa is the energy efficiency of the ‘add’ port

of the ROADM. The various p(·, ·) functions are characteristics functions of the various

corresponding devices and subsystems as above. In this equation, we distinguish the

energy efficiency of an optical input/output port and that of a local ‘add/drop’ port

because in practice, short reach transceivers are often used for local ports to save the

cost. The difference between the previous equation and this equation is that the pop(t, eop)

term that represents power consumed by optical processing is replaced by the combined

power consumption of the optical add/drop process and the electronic frame switch,

which is typically significantly larger.
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Packet processing

Pn,t = poi(t, eoi) + pod(t, eod) + psi(t, esi) + psd(t, esd)

+pfi(t, eri) + prp(t, erp) + pro(t, ero) + psa(t, esa)

+pso(t, eso) + poa(t, eoa) + poo(t, eoo), (5.3)

where esd is the energy efficiency of the SONET switch’s output port that is connected

to a router, eri is the energy efficiency of the router’s input interface, erp is the energy

efficiency of the router’s packet processing, ero is the energy efficiency of the router’s

output interface, and esa is the energy efficiency of the SONET switch’s input port

that is connected to the router. In this equation, we show that the psp(t, esp) term that

represents the power consumed by SONET frame switching fabric is replaced, in turn,

by the combined power requirements of Layer 3 add/drop from Layer 2, and of the

store-and-forward action of packet forwarding, which is, again, significantly larger.

Flow based formulation

To obtain the flow-based formulation, as a first step, we simply replace each p(·, ·) func-
tion by the linear function, as discussed above. The resulting equations present idealized

formulations of the power consumption by decomposing the equipment into major func-

tional blocks. However, in practice, the power consumption of the input port/output

port/switching fabric is implementation dependent. For example, a line card may inte-

grate multiple input/output ports so that the ports can share the peripheral circuitry.

Some implementation even integrates a local switching fabric on the line card to reduce

the burden of the back plane. Therefore, it is usually unpractical to model the power

consumption at a this level of details. In what follows, we present a formulation based on

the traffic flow and the energy efficiency at a equipment level. Let the energy efficiency of

the optical equipment, the circuit equipment and the packet equipment be eo, es and ep

respectively. Let tno,sd be the traffic sourced from s, destined to d and optically bypassing

node n, tns,sd be the traffic that is circuit switched at node i, tnr,sd be the traffic that is

packet routed at node n. Then the objective function is:

min
∑
n ̸=s,d

∑
s,d

(tno,sdeo + tns,sdes + tnr,sder) . (5.4)
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Notice that in this formulation, we omit the power consumption caused by traffic

that is sourced from or destined to the node. Since the traffic is always dropped to local

ports and sent to a local network such as an access network, we can assume it consumes

a constant amount of power that can not be saved by a less power-consuming bypassing

technique. For static grooming network, the traffic matrix is static and known a priori,

we have tno,sd + tns,sd + tnr,sd = tnsd, which is the traffic demand from s to d traversing node

n. Since eo << es << er, Equation (5.4) is equivalent to

min
∑
n̸=s,d

∑
s,d

(tns,sdes + tnr,sder) , (5.5)

which encourages the strategy of minimizing the electronic processing of traffic de-

mand.

In this section and the next, we have attempted a modeling of power consumption

that provides conceptual value, not a complete formulation that solves the entire problem

including the design of virtual topology formed by lightpaths, routing traffic on the

virtual topology, routing of lightpaths and wavelength assignment With any specific

power modeling, such a formulation is straightforward to achieve by utilizing standard

existing traffic grooming formulation; for such a formulation, please refer to [70].

Interface based formulation

The flow based formulation forms an insightful if unrealistic guide to designing an energy

efficient optical network. This formulation is nevertheless practically interesting because

we anticipate more and more network equipment will be tested for its energy efficiency

by ECR, and manufacture will be targeted to bring their power consumption closer to

the linear model. However, in the short term, the energy efficiency defined as power

consumption normalized to the effective throughput is inadequate for more detailed and

accurate analysis. Moreover, it does not explicitly represent the opportunity presented

to the designer by the fact that the energy efficiency of various network devices are

widely different. As a simple example, suppose ten 100Mbps traffic demands are packet

processed by a router, spreading the traffic load into ten router interfaces consumes much

more power than consolidating them into a single 1-Gbps interface. The main reason for

this is that the power consumption of network equipment is usually not a linear function

of the load. For instance, for a single-chassis router, the power consumption is a linear
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function of the number of active interfaces if all interfaces are of the same type and the

impact of traffic load is omitted [26]. Generally speaking, the power consumption of a

network node can be decomposed into the static part and the dynamic part, denoted as

ps and pd respectively. ps is constant if it is powered on and pd is configuration/load

dependent. This model applies recursively into each network equipment and each line

card. Applying this model to a node n that has L line-terminating equipment and each

equipment i has Ki line cards, we have:

Pn = ps +

L∑
i=1

(
pi
es +

Ki∑
j=1

(
p
ij
ls + pij

rp(tijeij)
))

, (5.6)

where Pn is the power consumption of the node, ps is the power consumption of its

static part, pi
es is the static part of the power consumption of equipment i, pij

ls is the

static part of the power consumption of line card j in equipment i, and pij
rp() is the

characteristic function for its dynamic part, which is some function of the traffic load

tij and the energy efficiency eij of line card j of equipment i. Notice that this model

is meant simply to illustrate its recursive nature instead of being comprehensive. For

example, some network equipment may have multiple chassis; in this case, an extra level

of summation over all chassis needs to be inserted into the equation.

This model implies that if the static power consumption of an entity is much larger

than the dynamic part consumed by its components, it is more meaningful to minimize

the number of the entities while having possibly a larger number of components. Using

o, s, r to denote the optical equipment, SONET equipment, and router respectively,

Equation (5.6) can be further expanded to represent the power consumption of these

equipment separately, which we omit for brevity.

It has been observed that the static power consumption of a line card dominates

the load dependent part [26]. If we further assume that no node is completely switched

off, nor any LTE of any node completely switched off, switching off individual line-cards

becomes the only avenue for energy minimization; and we can consider a further simplified

interface based formulation that omits the impact of traffic load, with an objective to

minimize network-wide power consumption:

min
N∑

n=1

(
kn,s∑
j=1

p
sj
n,ls +

kn,r∑
j=1

p
rj
n,ls

)
, (5.7)
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where N is the number of nodes in the network, and each node n has kn,s line cards

connected to upstream neighbor nodes and kn,r line cards connected to downstream neigh-

bor nodes. (We have added back the subscript indicating the node, since this expression

spans multiple nodes.) If we assume the network is a SONET network, this problem is

equivalent (since each node only has two types of equipment: ROADMs and SONET

ADMs) to the well studied traffic grooming problem that aims at minimizing the num-

ber of SONET ADMs. This also underscores the fact that traditional traffic grooming

is not necessarily green grooming except under a number of assumptions. Most of these

assumptions are realistic at present, but energy characteristics of network devices are

likely to evolve in the near future; hence our interest in the general formulations.

5.2 Choice Based Cooperative Optimization

We make a few basic observations which guides us to take a novel approach to the

combined problem of allowing the future backbone network of tomorrow to exercise more

energy-efficient technology as it becomes available, while not reducing the satisfaction

level of customers in general.

� As mobile clients as well as short-lived virtual machine clients of the network be-

come more powerful, with increasing access speeds, cloud computing and even some

e-science applications create shorter but significantly heavy data flows, creating in-

creasingly dynamic traffic demand patterns, especially at the access level, but also

at higher levels of the aggregation hierarchy.

� The optimization space for an energy-efficient network extends across multiple lay-

ers, and across packet/virtual-circuit/optical-circuit networks, as we have explicitly

seen above. As a consequence, the lightpath network cannot be protected completely

from the rapid dynamics of the packet layer, if it is to be responsive to the needs

of energy optimization.

� Different customers for the same network provider have different requirements, and

different levels of tolerance for degradation of service for optimization of the whole

network.

� Customers in general can be depended upon to know their own priorities, and

attempt to maximize their benefit, if they have access to mechanisms allowing
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them to act on their knowledge. Similarly providers can be depended upon to know

the relative costs, capex and opex (including energy and cooling), of operating their

network devices and resources, and can be depended upon to do so economically

as long as their revenue and profit is not affected.

� Control planes for packet, frame and lightpath networks are varied, complicated,

and difficult to extend or standardize. Any extensions in signaling or auto-negotiation

for enhancing the energy-efficiency of backbones would have to go across layers, and

would be difficult at best.

We envision, in the light of our ongoing ChoiceNet project discussed in Chapter 3,

that a service marketplace that acts as a rendezvous between provider and customer can

act as a mechanism for cooperative optimization of network resources in an agile optical

backbone of the future, such as path or pathlet services, or even in-network processing

services. However, in the ChoiceNet view, the customer would undertake individual con-

tracts with each of the providers of such services along the complete path to compose the

entire service, and would be financially rewarding each provider, thus creating incentive

for innovation at all such service points, endpoints, paths, and intermediate process-

ing/storage services. In reality, automated software acting on behalf of the user would

undertake these decisions, translating high-level goals of user experience into low-level

ones.

5.2.1 Choice as Optimization Mechanism

Not every customer has the same requirement, thus a network control strategy that em-

bodies the whole network is bound to satisfy some customers less than others. At the

same time, since network decisions like path selection and OEO/OOO decision at inter-

mediate nodes are inextricably coupled for multiple customers, performance optimization

can only be done for the network as a whole. Moreover, the desirability of such decisions

from the network point of view (say, the energy penalty for a a given path selection and

OEO/OOO decision for a given flow) changes every time the network traffic occupancy

changes; what is a green decision at one point may carry a high energy penalty at an-

other. The provider is in a position to track such changes but individual customers are

not.
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We propose that choice is the key to converging the needs of the customer and the

network. Our hypothesis is:

Cooperative Optimization Hypothesis If providers provide multiple alternative

services in response to individual customer requirements and advertise costs for the al-

ternatives that correctly reflect their capital and operating cost (including energy), and

customers each individually make their own choices for service by responding to their

individual priorities, then the entire network will be better optimized with respect to

conflicting performance goals, leading to a higher degree of collective customer satisfac-

tion, than if the network attempts to make specific service selections on the basis of any

single performance metric for all customers.

In the next section, we study this hypothesis, under a simplified abstraction of con-

flicting network performance goals. Specifically, we study the conflict of minimizing the

energy expenditure and minimizing the latency of new traffic demands. We do not at-

tempt to represent the full economy plane or signaling requirements of ChoiceNet, but

simply assume the existence of a marketplace in which providers can advertise single

or multiple alternatives for a point-to-point demand, as shown in Fig. 5.3. We make no

assumptions or requirements regarding when the provider computes these alternatives;

they may be done entirely on-demand, when the point-to-point traffic demand arrives at

the source node, or the provider may decide to pre-compute, on an ongoing basis, alter-

natives for the most common or expected traffic demands. An alternative for a specific

demand may utilize any combination of available packet and optical resources available

in the network at the time. As a first step, we assume that the provider computes the

lowest-delay alternative and the lowest-energy alternative. The advertisement of each al-

ternative includes its latency, and a price. The price is derived from a combination of the

equipment cost and energy cost to the provider.

5.3 Demand-Grooming Study

In our study, we do not show details of computation of the lowest-latency and lowest-

energy alternatives that the provider must perform. The computation is straightforward,
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Figure 5.3: Market Approach
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by maintaining a capacitated network connectivity layered graph, similar to [193] and

many other previous work. In this graph, each network node is split into multiple graph

vertices that represent the various stages of the node (wavelength, subwavelength etc.)

and all possible OEO and OOO paths through the network are available to a shortest-path

algorithm. However, when a path is provisioned for an arriving demand that precludes

certain other configurations of the switch, the arcs corresponding to those configurations

are assigned capacities of zero until the existing traffic departs. For example, if a wave-

length is passed through a node from a particular input port to a particular output port

to form a lightpath, then the arcs from the vertex representing the digital switch to the

vertices representing the input and output port for that wavelength are each assigned a

capacity of zero, indicating that the wavelength cannot be used for OEO traffic injection

or extraction any more. Then the computation of the alternatives is a simple matter of

maintaining two sets of arc weights, one representing latency and one representing energy

cost, and running Dijkstra’s algorithm once on each set. We refer to these as the FAST

and GREEN alternatives. Fig. 5.4 shows an example of such paths. In what follows, for

any point-to-point arriving demand, we denote the delay and energy cost of the FAST

path by df and ef respectively, and the delay and energy costs of the GREEN path by

dg and eg respectively.

5.3.1 Simulation Model

In order to compare the effects of different choice selections, we have created five different

customer behaviours as follows;

1. FAST: The arriving customer always chooses the FAST path (i.e. the alternative

with minimum delay cost) without considering the energy costs.

2. GREEN: The arriving customer always chooses the GREEN path (i.e. the alter-

native with minimum energy cost) without considering the delay costs.

3. DELAY PREF: The customer compares the advertised delay costs of the FAST

and GREEN paths. If dg exceeds df by a factor of α or more, then FAST path is

chosen, otherwise GREEN path is chosen. The α value depends on the customer

policy.
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Figure 5.4: An example showing the FAST vs GREEN paths
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4. ENERGY PREF: The customer compares the advertised energy costs of FAST

and GREEN paths. If ef exceeds eg by a factor of β or more, then GREEN path

is chosen, otherwise FAST path is chosen. The β value depends on the customer

policy.

5. HALF: The arriving customer chooses FAST or GREEN randomly each with 50%

probability.

In the simulations below, we use the customer models as follows. A simulation run in

which all customers are made to behave as FAST customers is equivalent to a network

provider which does not give customers any choice, but assumes that all customers always

want the minimum latency option. Similarly a simulation run with all customers forced

to be GREEN is equivalent to the case of a provider which assumes all customer demands

can be routed with a view to minimizing total network energy expenditure (the algorithms

we presented in Section 5.1.2 represent such provider behavior). Thus, both of these

scenarios refer to the traditional non-choice-based customer-provider interaction.

In contrast, the last three scenarios represent choice-based scenarios. The HALF sce-

nario simply assumes that each customer is a determined FAST or GREEN customer,

but the entire population of customers is evenly divided between them. The other two

represent customer populations which have a specific inclination to be either FAST or

GREEN, but are not completely oblivious to the conflicting metric; thus they are some-

what responsive to how current network resource availability is affected by their choice.

The simulation is implemented in C++ [117]. In the simulation, when a customer

request arrives, if there is available resource for the request in the network, the customer’s

flow is added to the network and stays in the network until its holding time expires,

otherwise the request is blocked and cleared. Table 5.1 shows the specific values we have

used to represent the component energy costs and other parameters of the simulation.

We do not represent customer defection; we assume that an arriving request will result

in admitting a flow into the network (in accordance with customer policy) unless it is

blocked. We also make the following simplifying but reasonable specific assumptions to

drive the simulation:

� For each wavelength used, there is an energy cost associated with the laser to

transmit and receive optical signals. We combine them as the wavelength cost. We

set it fixed and same for all wavelengths at all nodes.
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� The electronic switching and routing are represented as a single OEO (opto-electronic-

opto) operation and its energy cost is multiplied by the traffic volume passed over

this domain.

� Each edge is bi-directional and each direction has 10 wavelengths, where each wave-

length has a capacity of 10 bandwidth units.

� Customer requests arrive with poisson distribution and their service times are ex-

ponentially distributed.

� Each customer request can be from any node to any node with uniform distribution.

In addition, each request can be either 1, 2, 5 or 10 bandwidth units each with 25%

probability.

� Each experiment involves four runs of the simulation with differing arrival rates

(contributing to traffic load), representing low traffic to higher traffic cases. In

addition, each such experiment is repeated 30 times with different set of randomly

generated customer requests. All results are calculated with their respective 95%

CI (confidence intervals).

� Assigned delay costs are approximated based on the propagation distances.

� The network never rearranges currently resident traffic. Each demand retains the

initially assigned path until it departs.

We have run the same simulations on two commonly used graphs; NSFNET (14 nodes

and 21 edges) and USNET (24 nodes and 43 edges) [101] network topologies. Our results

for both are very similar; for brevity we present only one set.

5.3.2 Metrics

Let bi, di and ei be the ith accepted customer flow’s bandwidth units, delay and energy

cost respectively.

Weighted Delay is the average delay of all admitted customer requests, weighted

by their respective bandwidth units.
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WeightedDelay =

∑
i

dibi∑
i

bi

(5.8)

Weighted Energy Cost is the average delay of customer requests weighted by its

bandwidth units.

WeightedEnergy =

∑
i

eibi∑
i

bi

(5.9)

Block Ratio is the percentage of total bandwidth units of accepted customer requests

over the total bandwidth units of all offered customer requests. Let bt be the tth offered

customer request’s bandwidth units, then

BlockRatio =

100
∑
i

bi∑
t

bt

(5.10)

Total Utilization is the average percentage of network’s usage. Let hci
t represent

the number hops (edges) used by ith flow at time t and let e, w, c, T represent the number

of directed edges in the network, the wavelengths per edge, bandwidth unit capacity per

wavelength and simulation time respectively.

UtilizationRatio =

100
T∑
t

∑
i

hcti

ewcT
(5.11)

Total delay and total energy cost refer to the sum of all delays, and sum of all

energy costs weighted by their bandwidth units respectively.

TotalDelay =
∑
i

dibi, TotalEnergy =
∑
i

eibi (5.12)

5.3.3 Numerical Results

Figure 5.5-5.11 show the value of the above metrics for the USNET set of simulations.

Confidence intervals of 95% have been drawn for each data point, but on most it is

too small to be discernible. As expected, the average delay is least for the non-choice-
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Table 5.1: Simulation Configuration Parameters

Parameter Values

Simulation Time Per Case 300 minutes
Average Holding Time Per Request 30 minutes

Requests Per Minute Per Case 4, 8, 12, 16
α (Delay Preference Ratio) %20
β (Energy Preference Ratio) %60

OEO Energy Cost 20w per bandwidth unit
Wavelength TX and RX Energy Cost 20w

Optical Switching Energy Cost 1w
ADD/DROP ROADM Energy Cost 4w

Router in/out Energy Cost 1w
OEO Delay 1ms

ADD/DROP ROADM Delay 1ms
Router in/out Delay 1ms

Optical Switching Delay 1ms

based case where all customers are treated as FAST customers, but it carries the highest

energy penalty. Conversely, the non-choice-based case where all customers are treated

as GREEN naturally has the best (lowest) energy expenditure, but the highest delay

profile. This is obvious since in many cases an arriving point-to-point demand can be

easily groomed into a longer path by utilizing existing lightpaths, thus reducing energy

cost, in the GREEN case. But in the FAST case, each arriving demand will be groomed

into its least latency path, even if it involves going through more OEO, or setting up new

lightpaths, imposing a high energy penalty.

In contrast, the choice-based approaches are able to obtain reasonable, medium val-

ues for each metric without imposing a heavy penalty in the other. As expected, the

DELAY PREF curve tends to be close to the FAST one, and the ENERGY PREF tends

to the GREEN one. The ENERGY PREF and HALF cases perform in between FAST

and GREEN. For the weighted energy figure, ENERGY PREF and GREEN perform sig-

nificantly better for all request rates. The Block ratio and Network utilization are similar

for all choices, but GREEN choice has slightly more Block ratio and utilization. This

is due to the fact that GREEN choice tries to prevent the expensive OEO operation by

finding different (and longer) paths so it uses more wavelength resources and gets blocked

quicker than others. On the other hand, ENERGY PREF choice consistently has lower
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Figure 5.5: Weighted Delay
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Figure 5.6: Weighted Energy
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Figure 5.7: Block Rate
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Figure 5.8: Utilization
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Figure 5.9: Total Delay
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Figure 5.11: Hop Count
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hop count, block ratio. This is due to the fact it prefers FAST path if the energy difference

is less than 60%. We also observe that ENERGY PREF performs better than GREEN at

some point. This is because GREEN choice case greedily uses cheap paths and saturates

the network quickly, so all remaining paths are costly. This is further confirmation that

the greedy approach is far from optimal in satisfying customer demands, as we have also

seen in [71].

Overall, both the ENERGY PREF and DELAY PREF choices show significantly

more energy savings than the FAST choice, while at the same time providing much

better quality service then the GREEN choice. For example, Figures 5.5 and 5.6, at 15

Request per Minute, DELAY PREF has an average of 36ms whereas GREEN has 39ms;

around 10% increase. On the other hand, its energy cost is almost same as the GREEN

choice. This gives a clear win-win scenario, where the provider is using less energy and

therefore less cost but at the same time the customers are receiving less delay.

While this appears to address the network provider’s needs, we now examine the satis-

faction customers can expect from their service by taking a closer look at the HALF case.

Fig. 5.12-5.17 present the same metrics as above for the HALF case only, but now we

also observe the values of those metrics as experienced by only the FAST customers and

only the GREEN customers among the total customer population separately. Fig. 5.12

and 5.17 clearly show that the choice-based approach is able to maximize the satisfaction

of the customers – FAST customers receive low latency services, and GREEN customers

receive low energy services. In fact these metrics are, as perceived by respective customer

populations, at least as good as if the entire network had aggressively optimized for the

corresponding metric, as can be verified by direct comparison with Fig. 5.5 and 5.6. Fur-

ther, Fig. 5.14 and 5.15 shows that the network is able to provide this differentiation in

service without discriminating between the two populations in terms of admission into

the network or share of network utilization. It is also worth keeping in mind that with

the cooperation of the customer, the provider is able to achieve this without comput-

ing complicated optimization algorithms dynamically, merely by computing two distinct

choices for each request.

In the above, we have taken reasonable values of the parameters from the literature

and available device configurations from manufacturer specs, but we are well aware that

the results may not reflect specific other network conditions. However, our conclusion is

not quantitative in nature, but rather we view the above as a proof of the concept of
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Figure 5.12: HALF case detail: Weighted Delay
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Figure 5.13: HALF case detail: Weighted Energy
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Figure 5.14: HALF case detail: Block Rate
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choice-based cooperative optimization. Experimenting with various different parameters

can provide more insight into the interaction of various parameters, and the dynamics

bewtween customer and provider. For example, Fig. 5.18 shows the Weighted energy

metric for a repetition of the simulation runs, but with the optical energy costs artifi-

cially perturbed (Wavelength TX and RX Energy Cost increased randomly by a factor

of 100, and ADD/DROP ROADM Energy Cost reduced by a factor of 4) . Comparison

with Fig. 5.6 shows how much this tends to exaggerate the difference between the various

policies. However, their relative nature remains the same. Another apparently puzzling

aspect is the reduction of average energy with load for FAST; however, with the exag-

gerated costs this is expected, since at low load almost each FAST customer will prompt

the creation of a new lightpath, imposing heavy energy penalty, whereas at higher loads

many arriving FAST customers will find the network well occupied, and be forced to

re-use existing lightpaths, thus reducing their energy consumption and forcing down the

average.

5.4 Evaluation

Optical backbones provide the bandwidth necessary for all planetary communications,

but are often not perceived by the end consumer. As such, the economy, control signal-

ing, and provisioning timescales, have all remained isolated and disconnected between

backbone networks providing bulk bandwidth and commodity networks providing ser-

vice to consumers. This has created barriers for the emergence of innovative and timely,

consumer-responsive service offerings; in particular, it has kept the potential energy re-

lated benefits of optical networks from being realized. The concept of green grooming

can demonstrably help in improving energy efficiency of such a network, but can only be

executed by the provider, who then runs the risk of customers dissatisfaction at possible

performance degradations.

In this chapter, we have examined a novel mechanism utilizing dynamic choice to

form a system that allows providers and consumers to cooperatively enable efficient

use of available network resources to mutual benefit. Providers track network resource

availability, and pre-compute or compute on demand multiple alternatives to satisfy any

given customer demand. Each alternative optimizes different optimization goals such as

energy, delay, or other metrics (or a specific balance of metrics), and the price advertised
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to the customer indicates the whole cost of operation (including energy) to the provider.

We have undertaken a simple abstraction specifying such a system, and our results show

that such an approach can indeed improve the performance of the network while being

responsive to the different needs of different customers, validating the benefits of using

choice-based network services.
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Chapter 6

Some Deployment Considerations

In Chapters 3, 4 and 5, we have discussed the Choice-Based Verification Service Architec-

ture along with its performance and benefits. In this chapter, we discuss an incremental

and scalable deployment model to increase the appeal of deploying choice-based network

services into the current Internet.

The Internet has been tremendously successful in the way it connects people, busi-

nesses and access to information in general. Today, users expect reliable, fast and secure

access to the information they are looking for. The increasing traffic volume flowing

through the Internet combined with the vast variety of user demands makes it attrac-

tive to provide on-demand high quality network services rather then the traditional long

term best-effort services. On the other hand, the the lack of economical profits in carrying

another provider’s traffic limits such services across multiple network providers. While

we discussed the design and benefits of having a choice-based network architecture in

preceding chapters where the user makes agreement with each provider, we believe an

incremental and scalable deployment model is essential to increase the appeal of such

choice-based network services in real world scenarios. We acknowledge that the content

distribution networks today provide a solution by transferring content close to the cus-

tomers in that geographical area and reducing the number of providers. However, this

approach still does not address the issues with real-time communication such as video

conferencing or VoIP, where user traffic flows inevitably have to go through very long

and uncontrollable distances in some cases. Therefore, the design we discuss in this chap-

ter allows both the network providers to enable such high quality services dynamically

and also verification providers to scalably and incrementally verify the user flows. We
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first describe the “network service gateways” concept, followed by the measurement and

verification design. Finally, in Section 6.3, we provide a discussion on the deployment

model.

6.1 Network Service Gateways

Today, the commonly agreed communication protocol is IP (Internet Protocol) and any

network node using IP can communicate with any other node in the Internet. This has

been highly successful in connecting networks in a simple, scalable and stateless way, but

it has limited traffic engineering capabilities. Considering billions of users with increased

high bandwidth Internet connections, prioritizing individual user flows at the core of

the network among millions of flows is (at least economically) not possible. In order

to overcome this problem, solutions such as MPLS have been widely used to create

tunnels within a provider. While MPLS allows some control over the quality of service,

on demand inter-provider MPLS communication has still not been widely deployed due

to the questionable economical benefits gained from such interactions for an average user

traffic.

Figure 6.1 shows an example scenario of our “network service gateways (NSG)” design

located on (or close to) ISPs backbone that create network service tunnels for users who

want to use on-demand network services. These tunnel can be established either on-

demand or by a long-term manual configuration of each provider along the path. The

packets going through tunnel can be defined by any compatible tag, for example an

MPLS tag or simply the source and destination IP pair of corresponding NSGs. A single

such tunnel can carry all the individual user flows that are interested in using that

tunnel and therefore the intermediate providers can easily and scalably identify these

flows, treat them with QoS needs and get extra revenue by carrying them. Additionally,

in Figure 6.1 the pentagons located between network service providers illustrate the

measurement points providing the measurement service, discussed in Chapter 3 and it is

more scalable for those providers to filter and measure these packets.

Using the ChoiceNet system (discussed in Chapter 3), the procedure can be described

in 5 steps as follows;

Discovery: The customer queries the marketplace to find a tunnel matching its traffic

demands. The marketplace returns results as a set of tunnels with corresponding
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Figure 6.1: An example of Network Service Gateways and Measurement Points
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NSG pairs.

Contracts: The customer then connects the source and destination NSGs economy-

plane servers (Gateway1 and Gateway2, for NSG1 and NSG2 respectively) of the

tunnel and requests for access to a tunnel service with parameters along with the

payment. NSG economy-plane servers process and then accept the agreement.

Transmission to source NSG: The customer now starts sending packets encapsu-

lated with destination IP of NSG1’s use-plane server. At NSG1’s use-plane server,

the corresponding machine decapsulates the header, looks for the action rule and

encapsulates the packet with an MPLS (or corresponding tag) and the packet goes

through the tunnel.

Reception at destination NSG: At the other side of the tunnel, NSG2’s correspond-

ing machine decapsulates the packet and looks for the action, the action is to just

send the packet to the server. From now on it goes to the server like a normal

packet.

Server reply: The server receives the packet and sends a reply. If the contract is only

one-way (from customer to server), then server simply sends packets through the

best-effort Internet to the customer. An example can be a video streaming scenario,

where the video server’s traffic must be sent with high quality of service but user’s

acknowledgements don’t need to be sent with such quality. If the contract is in both

ways, the server encapsulates and send the packets to NSG2, where they are looked

up and sent to NSG1. NSG1 then does the decapsulation and delivers packets to

the customer in the same way.

A more detailed view of the gateway is shown in Figure 6.2. The economy plane

interaction first takes place to make sure the NSG checks the tunnel state (is the tunnel

overloaded? or doing ok?) agrees to send traffic to the NSG for the given quality of service

and for that price. NSG then updates its processing machine (NSG use-plane server) to

install the new rule and gives the customer the IP address of the processing machine.

Now the customer sends packets and processing machine does a table look up to find the

action, i.e. the destination NSG and tag for it.

The intermediate providers may or may not know about changing traffic and/or agree-

ments. It might be the case that intermediate providers simply do not have a system to
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Figure 6.2: Gateway

get informed about changing conditions, however, they can still forward the tunnel traf-

fic tag with high QoS, because they know they will get profit for that. We discuss more

about the benefit of this in Section 6.3.

While we advocate for using the gateway to improve the quality of service in terms

of low delay, low jitter, high bandwidth, low packet loss etc., other services can also

be provided to the users, such as compression, encryption, error-correction, multi-path

giving more return value for each NSG deployment.

6.2 Measurement Points and Verification

As discussed in Chapter 3, if the users can make choices about the network services

and pay extra for high quality services, they would like to make sure it is worth the

investment. Because the customer packets can travel through several providers, it is

important to know which provider(s) is(are) causing the problems, so that users can

switch to different providers. As shown in Figure 6.1, deploying measurement points (MP)

to IXPs can enable us to quickly identify each provider’s performance to apportion the
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overall performance and we have given the design and performance details of a verification

service in Chapter 3 and in Chapter 4. However, we have not addressed a scalable and

incremental model to filter and process only the relevant customer packets from large

amounts of packets.

Today, large IXPs typically carry traffic on the order of Tbps (tera bytes) and con-

sidering the annual traffic increase, looking up each and every packet is not economically

feasible, at least at the beginning of deployment. Moreover, we are only interested in the

performance of the packets going through our tunnels and they can be defined simply by

an identifier such as MPLS tag or source/destination IP pair. At the core switches, all we

need to do is to add a rule to get a copy of the packets belonging to our tag definition,

and we can simply deal with only a small amount of the whole IXP traffic. Once we

get access to the tunnel packets, we can process and measure each flow individually via

methods described in Chapter 4.

We acknowledge that even after using these tunnels, it is still possible to have quality

of service issues between the customer and the source NSG as well as destination NSG

to server. However, three things to consider are;

1. We assume the customer and source NSG are geographically close (same city, state,

country) so the variation at the delay, jitter and bandwidth values does not change

significantly. Typically at the access network with today’s broadband technologies

(xDSL, cable, fiber), the download or upload bandwidth is not limited by the physi-

cal layer but by the provider’s rate limiting policy. The provider can instead increase

that download and upload limit for packets going to or coming from the NSG’s ma-

chine IP address, to make sure that is not the limit. Similarly the destination NSG

server and destination NSG are geographically closely located.

2. With software defined networking, some providers might actually provide on de-

mand VLAN or MPLS path setup from customer’s access network to the NSG,

which solves the quality of service problems. Similarly NSG servers can adopt a

long term setup with the network service provider to make sure their network link

is not the performance bottleneck.

3. Even if such a performance problem occurs in these cases, the measurement point

after source NSG (or before destination NSG) will detect this change and report

that problem, so we know exactly which provider caused the problem.
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6.3 Deployment Model and Further Discussion

Any new technology can only be practical if it is economically feasible to invest at it

and this problem only gets worse if a new technology is to be deployed at the core of the

Internet because any solution has to be compatible with existing technologies to minimize

replacing existing equipment and applications. Also, incremental deployment is essential

to reduce the risk of using the technology and lower the barrier to enter this business.

Therefore, our deployment model is three-fold;

NSG Deployment: For the network service gateway, the tunnels between different

parts of world (especially developing countries) and USA (trans-Pacific or trans-

Atlantic) will attract customers seeking high quality services, where there are signif-

icant latency and bandwidth limitations. The processing equipment (NSG use-plane

servers) can be gradually extended based on the number of customers so there is not

a significant upfront cost. Also, the intermediate providers will earn considerable

profit based on the number of bytes and packets they carry so there is not a sig-

nificant initial traffic and related cost for the intermediate providers. Furthermore,

the tunnels can typically be setup as long-lasting paths, whereas the individual

customer request can be on-demand that is added to the tunnels, which means the

intermediate providers do not need to have on-demand path setup capability.

MP Deployment: The measurement points can initially be placed at the busiest IXPs

such as DE-CIX, LINX, NY-IIX, AMS-IX, JP-NAP etc, because these locations

connect hundreds of network or content providers so a single measurement point

deployment on such an IXP allows access to all such providers, reducing the traffic

access per provider. We also note that the more tunnels created the more rules

need to be searched and verified, increasing the complexity of the system. However,

because the tunnels and the bandwidth inside tunnels will gradually increase, the

measurement service provider can have enough revenue to do more investment in

hardware and software to meet that demand.

Stitching Tunnels: At a later phase of the deployment, the initial tunnels can be

stitched together. For example, if there is a tunnel A from New York to London, and

there is a tunnel B from San Francisco to Tokyo. These tunnels can be stitched by

a different tunnel from New York to San Francisco, making a tunnel from London
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to Tokyo (through NSGs at London, New York, San Francisco and Tokyo), similar

to air flights through airports today. Therefore they can be incrementally deployed

on top of the current Internet, at the points where it will be most beneficial.

We acknowledge that there are security issues that must be addressed before the

system can be used in practice. For example the traffic between the source user and source

NSG as well as destination NSG and the destination user may have a security protocol to

provide confidentiality and integrity of the messages. For instance, there may be attackers

that send packets to a NSG server that expects packets from a valid user or the user

himself/herself might generate more packets than agreed with NSG. Furthermore, NSGs

themselves may try to trick the measurement service providers by sending bogus packets

pretending to provide high throughput. We believe these issues require comprehensive

research on security and therefore creating such novel security algorithms are beyond the

scope of this thesis. Also, from the privacy point of view, network service gateways and

measurement points do not add any additional privacy concern than what is existing

today. It is up to the end points to provide strong encryption of application data.

We envision this design allows scalable, incremental, economical and yet economi-

cal way to provide high quality service between geographically distant users, especially

demanding video conferencing and VoIP applications, which can increase the appeal to

deploy choice-based services.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

The future of the Internet is constantly putting new types of demands with increas-

ing volume, and the network architecture research is finding new ways to address these

challenges in the most feasible way. In this thesis, we proposed a solution to a missing

piece of the Internet, the measurement and verification of the individual network service

provider performances and if there are problems in the network, a system that finds the

provider(s) that cause(s) the problems.

We have first went through the literature to review the efforts that attempted to solve

related problems and then described the fundamentals of our design and interactions

between the components. Next, we have shown the arc of the studies that evolved into

our verification architecture along with the experiments we have conducted. We have

then shown the applicability of our design by simulation and proof of concept prototype

on a well-known actual network testbed, GENI.

Finally, we have provided simulation results about the benefits of using choice-based

networks from the energy-efficiency view in optical networks, followed by a discussion on

incremental and scalable deployment model of our architecture.

There is certainly more work to realize a complete real verification service that actually

runs as an integral part of the current Internet. We envision there are at least three

important points to address before this system can actually be used on the current

Internet;

Security: Cases must be handled where providers or other users may create bogus pack-

ets to fool measurement providers, users may not behave appropriately or the mea-

surement service providers may give false or significantly inaccurate results (review
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based systems). This will make the system more robust in practical cases.

Approximation: With less number of service providers, can we gather more information

to conclude the results? This will greatly help with the incremental deployments.

Note that this is more to do with the analysis of measurement data.

The actual deployment: starting measurement points at campus network or measure-

ment point for GENI itself, later followed by parts of real IXPs.

In this interesting era of networks, where software defined networks are starting to

become widely used, enabling choices at the core of the Internet will yet create new

opportunities to come and change the way we understand, use and experience network

functions and providers.
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Appendix A

A.1 The SILO Architecture

In this appendix, we give an overview of SILO Future Internet Architecture and then show

our work investigating and comparing different approaches in integrating measurement

capabilities into SILO.

A.1.1 The SILO Project Overview

As part of the NSF FIND [51] (Future INternet Design) project, SILO [150] (Services

Integrated controL and Optimization) is a clean-slate network architecture enabling dy-

namically composable per-flow network stacks with a flexible, extensible, cross-layer capa-

ble, service-oriented approach as an alternative to the TCP/IP stack. SILO’s customized

network stacks are composed from fine-grain protocol elements called “services”, based

on the application requests. While keeping the benefits of layering, cross-layer interaction

of these services is allowed through a SILO Tuning Agent (TA) with standard interfaces

for optimizing the network performance. Although earlier SILO publications [45, 13, 177]

are helpful to understand the concepts, SILO architecture and prototype has evolved,

so our work is based on the final prototype which has subtle differences from the earlier

architecture. A detailed explanation of SILO can be found in [9, 11, 183] and in this

subsection we only give an overview to provide the background to explain our work.

The SILO Architecture: The SILO Architecture aims to introduce a “meta-design”

that allows evolution and innovation within the architecture itself for better flexibility

and extensibility. In order to achieve this goal, SILO follows a stack-based “generalized
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layering approach” by using “services” such as “compression”, “encryption” as the build-

ing blocks. In SILO, each service is responsible for a particular small function instead of

layers, where several functions are embedded into a single layer and it is much harder to

make changes. This approach not only preserves the benefits of layering such as data en-

capsulation and simple buffer management, but also enables easy cross-layer interaction

in a standardized way.

In SILO, applications request the services they need, allowing different stacks coexist

in different platforms yet using the same architecture. For example, an application run-

ning on a sensor node might only require a few simple services whereas a supercomputer

might use a different set of services to have high network performance. In Figure A.1

(taken from [183]), a SILO-aware application uses the SILO API to create a SILO socket

and request a SILO stack from the SILO Management Agent (SMA), which is the main

entity in the architecture. To create a stack, SMA first sends the request to SILO Con-

struction Agent (SCA) to validate (or detect dependencies/conflicts) the request by re-

turning a recipe, called “SILO recipe” which contains a full description of services. SMA

then loads the necessary service modules dynamically from the service repository, also

called Universe of Services Storage (USS). SMA then returns the stack ID to the user

application, so that user application can now start sending data by referring to that stack

ID and any data sent, go through each service defined in that stack before leaving SMA.

SILO has built-in support for cross-layer (or cross-service) interactions via the Tuning

Agent (STA). Each service may have one or more “tunable” interfaces called “knobs” for

cross-service interaction, and therefore STA can query these knobs to get a complete view

of that SILO stack and then it can to set new values for these knobs in order to “tune”

and optimize the performance. For example, in case of a few consecutive packet losses,

knowing the high bit error rate (BER) at the wireless channel, a Tuning Agent can inform

the congestion control service about the high BER so that it does not reduce the sending

rate, whereas TCP would reduce the sending rate without considering the physical layer

conditions. Because different applications might use different Tuning approaches, Tuning

Agent itself is only a placeholder to load different Tuning Algorithms (TA) based on again

application requests. Thus, it’s the Tuning Algorithm that makes the tuning decisions.

The SILO Prototype: In our experiments, we use SILO version 0.3 [150] released in

August 2010 and implemented in C++ and Python on Linux. To keep the implementa-

tion simple, SILO is single-threaded and timing based events are scheduled by live555
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library [52]. An important timeout based event is the Tuning Algorithm, that is, a Tuning

Algorithm is periodically called every N seconds to make decisions and tune service knobs.

Communication to and from the destination application is enabled by UDP sockets, i.e.

, an application’s data first goes through the SILO services and then SMA encapsulates

each data packet into a UDP packet to send it to the destination SILO SMA, where the

payload goes through SILO services in the opposite order and finally delivered to the

destination application. Note that the services at client SMA and server SMA may be

different.
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Figure A.1: The SILO Prototype (figure taken from [183])

A.1.2 The Measurement Approaches on SILO

In IMF case study (described in Section 4.1), a SILO measurement service was responsi-

ble for subscribing to a XMPP measurement topic and a Tuning Algorithm was querying

this SILO service periodically in order to retrieve the measurements about the physical

layer conditions. While this was adequate for that case study, we came to realize that

we should investigate, which component would be architecturally more efficient to have
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the measurement consumption functionality. The SILO implementation [150] is single-

threaded, and its timing based events are scheduled by live555 library [52] as a queue

of events. After several observations, we have noticed that this can potentially affect

the quality and effect of cross-layer decisions of the Tuning Algorithm, i.e., a cross-layer

decision may not be affective if the measurement data used is not “fresh” enough. In

investigating the possible impact of such architectural considerations [11], we compared

the performance of existing approach with a new approach where, a Tuning Algorithm

directly collects measurement data under various conditions. The main idea was to im-

prove the measurement and actuation feedback loop by finding possible problems. We

have setup an example topology with end nodes running SILO stacks where the “source”

sends a constant stream of application data to the “destination” and also a Tuning Al-

gorithm (TA) at the “source” periodically gets router buffer and packet loss information

as measurement data. We have created two scenarios; 1) a congestion scenario, where

TA gets the measurement data in terms of the allocated router buffer size so that it

reduces its sending rate to reduce the congestion, and 2) high packet-loss scenario, where

TA gets the measurement data in terms of packet loss rate (produced by the interme-

diate system) and TA does a path switch if the packet loss rate gets too high. Because

TA periodically “wakes up” every N milliseconds to consume the measurement data,

these experiments are executed for different N values, for both approaches. We have ob-

served unexpected results, because it turned out that the scheduling of TA in a series

of events were causing synchronization problems for TA to react to the events especially

when it retrieves data from the SILO measurement service, that from now on, we call

“service-based” approach vs. TA getting measurement data itself directly, that we call

“TA-based” approach. Figure A.2 (taken from [11]) shows how TA-based approach keeps

the throughput high by reacting promptly to perform path-switching when BER increases

and N = 1000ms (1 second). Another scenario is the congestion scenario shown in Fig-

ure A.3 (taken from [11]), where the “error percentage” is the router’s additional (and

undesirable) buffer allocation percentage that TA aims to reduce by reducing the send-

ing rate, if this percentage is more than a certain threshold. These differences again are

related to the TA’s reaction time. For more details about the methodology and results,

readers are referred to [11].

From our verification service architecture point of view (discussed in Chapter 3), the

node providing the measurement data (BER and router buffer allocation percentage) is
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Figure A.2: Throughput of service-based as “S” vs Tuning Algorithm based as “TA”
when sleep period is 1 second

the MSP and the analyzer (MASP) is the Tuning Algorithm. Also the application is the

chooser and the actuator is the TA reducing the sending rate or switching the path, as

part of the “the vote with your wallet” principle, where in the former the chooser wants

to pay less and in the latter the chooser wants to switch to an alternative path (provider)

with less BER.
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Figure A.3: Error rate as the difference between desired value vs actual value
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Appendix B

B.1 GENI

Innovative network protocols and architectures must be throughly tested to convince the

community that it is better than the existing procotols and architectures in practice,

and so it is worth deploying them. In order to have this testing capability at large-scale,

NSF initiated GENI (Global Environment Networking Innovations) project [63] [15], a

national-scale, programmable and sharable experimental facility. GENI is still an evolving

project, however, it is an excellent opportunity for researchers to run their prototypes on

the system and see how they work. We have also contributed to GENI in IMF project

(discussed in Section 4.1) and therefore, we would like to give an overview of GENI,

experiments in GENI and the control frameworks of GENI.

Overview: The core concepts behind GENI [46] are programmability of nodes, vir-

tualization of resources, federation of different testbeds and easy management of

experiments across distributed systems.

Experiments in GENI: A researcher who wants to make an experiment, first requests

a “slice” from the clearinghouse using his/her credentials obtained from GENI Au-

thorities. A slice is a set of resources which may be owned by different authorities,

called “aggregate managers”. These resources can include, but not limited to, vir-

tual machines, virtual CPUs, memory, handheld devices, routers, programmable

core switches or fiber-optic backbone links. When a request comes to the clearing-

house, it first checks the user credentials. It, then runs the control framework, which

reserves the requested “slice” with the specified resources in it, by negotiating with

the aggregate managers. Now that the slice has been reserved, the experimenter
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can run its experiment on this slice.

Control Frameworks: The core component of GENI, a GENI control framework can

be divided into four planes [170]: control plane, data plane, operations & manage-

ment plane and measurement plane. The control plane [116] controls the creation,

maintenance and removal of slices. Control frameworks typically compose slices by

stitching several computer and network resources together in GENI. The data plane

carries the experimental data. The operations and management plane checks the

experiment validity to detect security threats and misbehaving slices. The mea-

surement plane provides the capability of measuring the traffic within the slice

nodes [67, 16] or in some cases the physical layer substrates (such as our IMF project

described in Section 4.1). Currently GENI has four control frameworks; PlanetLab,

ProtoGENI, ORCA and ORBIT [63, 116]. Additionally, a popular technology that

came with GENI is Openflow as we discussed in Section 2.2.1.

Current Status: GENI is now at a useable status with its user-friendly web-browser

interfaces such as Flack [56]. However higher reliability and addition of new fea-

tures (such as measurement features) are still an ongoing effort. GENI has also

proved to be an excellent tool for teaching purposes as we have used GENI in our

graduate-level networking courses and projects. A possible interesting outcome of

GENI experimental facility is that GENI itself can become the future Internet Ar-

chitecture [47], i.e., virtualized networks having different capabilities, including the

existing Internet, may simultaneously run on GENI, making GENI the future Inter-

net Architecture. In this thesis, we only refer GENI as the testbed that experiments

run on.
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